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Abstract

The development of efficient robotic systems for rehabilitation and as-

sistive purposes requires the synergistic deployment of advanced so-

lutions involving multiple aspects, such as the design of the kinematic

structure, of the actuation system and a detailed understanding of the

biological basis underlying recovery from neurological injury.

This thesis investigates the application of biomechatronic design meth-

ods in two complimentary applications, namely the design of wearable

robotic orthoses for gait assistance and the design of an operational

robotic device for neurorehabilitation of the upper limbs.

In the context of wearable robotic orthoses for gait assistance, an analy-

sis of recent literature allowed to formulate a research hypothesis, which

states that the choice of a non-anthropomorphic kinematic solutions for

wearable robots can provide improvements, both from ergonomics and

dynamical standpoints. However, the process of kinematic synthesis of

non-anthropomorphic wearable robots can be too complex to be solved

uniquely by relying on conventional synthesis methods, due to the large

number of open design parameters.

In order to address this design problem, this thesis describes a novel

methodology, which allows to systematically explore the wide set of

solutions provided by non-anthropomorphic wearable robotic orthoses

and includes novel tests, specifically devised to solve the problem of

enumeration of kinematic structures applied to a specified set of human
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vi

segments and joints. Preliminary results, emerging from the implemen-

tation of the described methodology for the design of a hip-knee robotic

orthosis, are reported to validate the described methodology.

In the context of the design of robotic devices for neurorehabilitation

of the upper limbs, the capability of a novel actuation architecture to

guarantee a transparent interaction during patient-in-charge mode was

demonstrated, based on an inverse dynamical model a Macro/Mini ma-

nipulator and on the analysis of experiments performed on 14 healthy

subjects. However, many details concerning the relations between move-

ment therapy, neural plasticity and recovery of motor function after

stroke are still largely unknown: this is a recognized cause of limited

efficacy of movement therapy. However, knowledge on this topic can

be crucial for the design of a new generation of robotic devices for neu-

rorehabilitation. To this aim, a preliminary study describing a novel

integration of kinematic measurement technology with functional Mag-

netic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) to assess the neural correlates of motor

recovery during robot-mediated therapy in chronic stroke is reported.

This preliminary study was also functional to validate an experimental

setup involving the execution of reaching movements in fMRI environ-

ments, providing a set of specifications, which were used for the prelim-

inary design of a novel actuated fMRI-compatible robotic device.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The past twenty years observed an extension of application domains for robotics,

from the originary well structured industrial environments demanding for high ac-

curacy, power and repeatability, to human environments, demanding instead for

safety and adaptability to a heterogeneous and unpredictable set of interaction

modalities.

In the contemporary social context, significantly influenced by population age-

ing, machines for physical assistance to humans are sought to have an attractive

potential to reduce fatigue and stress, increase human capabilities in terms of force,

speed, and precision, and improve in general the quality of life.

Application domains asking for human augmentation and function substitu-

tion by robots include also everyday houses and offices, such as robot compan-

ions and humanoids service robots. Moreover, the increasingly widespread use of

robotic devices for providing assistance or supplying physical rehabilitation ther-

apy to impaired subjects opened the use of robots in semi-structured healthcare

environments, paving the way to the future use of robots in domestic unstructured

environments.

In this context, researchers worldwide are studying the social factors related

to the introduction of robots in human environments and often their attention is

focused on the cognitive interaction with machines. However, at an even more

preliminary level, the mentioned extension of application scenarios is related to the
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

mechatronic design of such machines, and in particular to aspects related to the

physical interaction between the human and the robotic counterparts.

The analysis of human-robot interaction from a mainly physical level is even

more crucial in the case of assistive and rehabilitation robotics, where physical

human-robot interaction is not only tolerated, but it is actually the design target.

This implies that design choices are driven by a challenging set of design criteria.

First of all, the minimization of moving masses is a primary requisite imposed

as safety measure to minimize the risk of injury due to unexpected collisions. But in

such scenarios safety is not the only special concern. At a second level, the accom-

plishment of a motor task is always the result of a shared action between the human

and the robotic counterparts. The high variability associated to human physiologic

and pathologic performance imposes that robot behavior is demanded to include

a high level of adaptability to human contribution. This adaptability can be intro-

duced intrinsically, by employing elements with passive compliant properties either

in the actuation architecture or in the possible points of contact with human opera-

tors; or actively, by introducing sophisticated interaction controls, which require the

use of exteroceptive sensors and of high bandwidth mechatronic systems. Further-

more, especially in rehabilitation environments, the robotic system is demanded to

be transparent to the users’ movements, so to minimally perturb the spontaneous

and correct execution of motor tasks.

These general criteria, however, can have different implications depending on

the particular application field, as detailed below.

This thesis is focused the application of the above-mentioned general paradigms

to two complimentary scenarios.

1.1 Thesis overview

The first application scenario and main topic of this thesis involves the design

and development of wearable robots for the assistance of human gait.

Chapter 2 provides an overview and a critical analysis of the state of the art of

mechatronic devices currently developed for gait assistance. On the basis of such

analysis, the objectives of this thesis are defined.
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1.1. THESIS OVERVIEW 3

Chapter 3 describes the main original contribution of this thesis: the definition

of a methodology, which allows to generalize and to solve in a complete and com-

putationally efficient way the problem of kinematic synthesis of a non anthropo-

morphic wearable robot for gait assistance. The methodology also includes two

novel tests, specifically devised to solve the problem of enumeration of kinematic

structures of wearable robots: the HR-isomorphism and the HR-degeneracy tests.

The method has been implemented to derive the atlas of independent kinematic

solutions, suitable for the kinematic design of a planar wearable robot for the lower

limbs and used for a simulation-based co-optimization of the mechanical structure

and of the controller of a wearable robot for the lower limbs.

The second part of this thesis also focuses on the biomechatronic design of

human-interacting robots, but in a different application scenario, that of robot-

mediated neurorehabilitation for the upper extremity.

As described below, a critical requisite peculiar to rehabilitation robots is the

property of backdriveability during patient-in-charge mode. This additional design

target poses many challenges to the mechatronic design of robotic systems for move-

ment rehabilitation therapy.

Chapter 4 of this thesis describes the design of a planar robot, which includes a

novel actuation architecture suitable for planar manipulators for movement therapy

for rehabilitation after stroke.

Within this context, it is currently accepted that the main reason for the lim-

ited efficacy of existing rehabilitation therapy after stroke is related to the limited

knowledge of many of the details on the relations between movement therapy, neu-

ral plasticity and recovery of motor function after stroke. This poses substantial dif-

ficulties in the definition of a ”golden standard” for movement therapy and limits

the amount of specifications provided by rigorous scientific facts to the design of

rehabilitation robots. However, the conjunction of robotics technology and brain

imaging techniques is potentially a powerful tool to systematically investigate and

separate the factors influencing the process of recovery of motor function.

Chapter 5 describes a pilot study conducted to validate the design of an fMRI

compatible registration device and to investigate the neural correlates of motor re-
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

covery through robot-mediated rehabilitation therapy after stroke. This prelimi-

nary study was also successful to validate an experimental setup involving the ex-

ecution of reaching movements in fMRI environments, providing a set of specifica-

tions which guided the preliminary mechatronic design of a novel robotic manipu-

landum, described in the second part of the same chapter.
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Chapter 2

pHRI and wearable robotic

orthoses for the lower limbs

Physical Human-Robot Interaction (pHRI) is a very important attribute in the

design of robots operating in human environments. This attribute becomes crucial

in the case of wearable robots, which are person-oriented systems worn by human

operators to extend, complement, substitute or enhance human function and capa-

bility [1]. In the design of robotic orthoses, both for human performance augmenta-

tion and for functional restoring, the most followed route has been that of designing

the robot so to replicate as much as possible the kinematic structure of the adjacent,

structurally intact human limbs [2], [3], [4]. Robots belonging to this class were

thus named exoskeletons, according to the definition given in [5]: “an active mechani-

cal device that is essentially anthropomorphic in nature, is “worn” by an operator and fits

closely to his or her body, and works in concert with the operator’s movements”. More

recently, a slightly different definition was given in [6] , where exoskeletons are

defined as “wearable robots exhibiting a close cognitive and physical interaction with the

human user; these are rigid robotic exoskeletal structures that typically operate alongside

human limbs”, thus eliminating the constraint for an “essentially anthropomorphic”

kinematic structure.

Despite of that, in the following of this thesis the first definition provided above

will be considered, also considering the Greek etymology of the term, which stands
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for ”outer skeleton”, and consider exoskeletal robot as robot with an anthropomor-

phic kinematic structure. Exoskeletons are part of a more general category, that of

wearable robots, which can also have some degree of non-anthropomorphism. In

the design of a robotic exoskeleton, the kinematic synthesis is based on the concept

of mimicking the structural component of the adjoining human segments; as such

it only depends on the degree of accuracy of a biomechanical model of the human

limbs and is then not a free design parameter for the designer. On the contrary, for

non anthropomorphic robots the process of kinematic synthesis is open and can be

exploited to achieve some design objectives.

In the following sections, an overview of the main features of the mechatronic

design of existing wearable robots for the lower limbs will be provided and an

analysis of the possible advantages introduced by the adoption of a non anthropo-

morphic kinematic structure will be done. The analysis will be based on a study

of already existing literature and on the analysis of achievements in fields close to

wearable robotics, such as biomechanical and robotic studies of bipedal and animal

locomotion.

2.1 Mechatronic design of state-of-the-art wearable

assistive robots for the lower limbs

Exoskeletons for the lower limbs are usually designed either for human perfor-

mance augmentation or for providing physical assistance to impaired or weakened

persons during walking.

Several different issues are considered for the mechatronic design and optimiza-

tion of wearable robots for the lower limbs. They include:

• ergonomics of the physical interface with the wearer;

• amount and kind of actively assisted, passively allowed or passively-loaded

(e.g. spring-loaded) Degrees of Freedom (DOFs);

• torque applied to the assisted joints to facilitate locomotion;
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• power consumption of the device (this parameter is especially crucial for

stand-alone exoskeletons);

• overall parameters of locomotory performance, including stability analysis,

the level of anthropomorphism obtained and the reduction of metabolic ex-

penditure.

These parameters will be considered in the description of the most relevant

wearable assistive robots for the lower limbs be retrieved through an extensive lit-

erature study, which will be the basis for the formulation of the objectives of the

research described in this thesis.

The developed devices were grouped into three different categories: i) energeti-

cally autonomous exoskeletons for performance augmentation, ii) energetically autonomous

active orthoses for gait assistance in impaired patients, iii) machines for Body-Weight Sup-

port Treadmill Training (BSTT).

2.1.1 Energetically autonomous exoskeletons for performance

augmentation

The first important developments in the field of energetically autonomous ex-

oskeletons come from the program developed under the United States Defense Ad-

vanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) called Exoskeletons for Human Perfor-

mance Augmentation (EHPA), started in 2001, with the goal to “increase the ca-

pabilities of ground soldiers beyond that of a human”, in particular during load

carrying operations, increasing the weight of the load that can be carried, and re-

ducing the fatigue on the soldier during the task. Three institutions participating to

the DARPA program demonstrated working prototypes: the Berkeley Exoskeleton,

the Sarcos Exoskeleton and the MIT exoskeleton.

2.1.1.1 Berkeley Exoskeletons

The BLEEX exoskeleton was developed at University of California, Berkeley

by the group lead by prof. Kazerooni (Berkeley Robotics and Human Engineering

Laboratory). It distinguishes itself for being the first load-bearing and energetically
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8 CHAPTER 2. PHRI AND WEARABLE ROBOTIC ORTHOSES FOR THE LOWER LIMBS

autonomous exoskeleton [5] [7]. It was designed following a design methodology

called by the authors “design by biological analogy”, which is basically explained

by trying to design an anthropomorphic exoskeleton with similar limb masses and

inertias to a human, kinematical properties (DOFs and joints range of motion) de-

termined by analyzing the joints of the human lower limbs who most significantly

contribute to locomotion during overground walking, and whose power require-

ments are determined by biomechanical analyses of human locomotion.

The first prototype of the BLEEX features 3 DOFs at the hip, 1 at the knee

and 3 DOFs at the ankle. All three joints in the sagittal plane (hip, knee and an-

kle Flexion/Extension) are actuated; in addition also the hip adduction/abduction

is actuated. Of the unactuated joints, the ankle inversion/eversion and hip in-

tra/extrarotation are spring-loaded, while the ankle rotation is free-spinning [8].

A particular feature of the kinematic design of the device includes a revolute

joint that is shared between the two legs of the exoskeleton and allows the whole

lower body system to rotate around the vertical axis with respect to the torso,

which therefore, does not intersect with the wearer’s hip joints. Similarly, the in-

version/eversion joint at the ankle is not aligned with the human joint, but is set

to the lateral side of the foot. The other five rotational DOFs of the exoskeleton are

instead designed to be aligned with the wearer’s joints axes.

The exoskeleton is actuated via bidirectional linear hydraulic cylinders mounted

in a triangular configuration with the rotary joints, resulting in an effective moment

arm that varies with joint angle. BLEEX consumes an average of 1143 W of hy-

draulic power during level-ground walking, as well as 200 W of electrical power for

the electronics and control. In contrast, a similarly sized, 75 kg human consumes

around 165 W of metabolic power during level-ground walking.

In order to achieve the goal of being energetically autonomous and to comply

with the selection of hydraulic actuators, significant effort was invested in develop-

ing a hybrid hydraulic/electric portable power supply [10].

Two different control schemes were proposed and demonstrated for the first

BLEEX prototype. The first control scheme, called sensitivity amplification controller,

implies no direct measurement of human contribution or of interaction forces. The
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Figure 2.1: Human performance augmentation exoskeletons developed by UCB Robotics
and Human Engineering Laboratory and Berkeley Bionics. (a) Schematic showing the de-
grees of freedom of the first presented Berkeley prototype [9]. (b) First BLEEX prototype
worn by a pilot. Successive versions of the BLEEX have been developed by Berkeley Bion-
ics, in (c) is the ExoHiker.

controller, based on the measurements of only the kinematic status of the exoskele-

ton, is based on positive feedback and was used to increase the closed loop system

sensitivity to its wearer’s forces and torques without any direct measurement from

the wearer. In such way, the exoskeleton aims at shadowing the wearer’s move-

ments quickly by amplifying them with high sensitivity. In this control scheme the

wearer is actually a pilot and acts in the control scheme as a feedback controller,

seeking to reject the perturbations introduced by the robot, which would bring the

system out of stability. Despite no interaction measure is considered, the sensing

subsystem is still considerable due to the high amount of degrees of freedom to

control. It includes 8 encoders and 16 linear accelerometers to determine angle, an-
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10 CHAPTER 2. PHRI AND WEARABLE ROBOTIC ORTHOSES FOR THE LOWER LIMBS

gular velocity, and angular acceleration of each of the eight actuated joints; a foot

switch and load distribution sensor per foot to determine ground contact and force

distribution between the feet during double stance, eight single-axis force sensors

for use in force control of each of the actuators, and an inclinometer to determine

the orientation of the backpack with respect to gravity [8].

An improved version of the control scheme, the hybrid control scheme, was

described shortly after [9]. This controller is not as heavily model-based as the pre-

vious one (which would require a good model of the BLEEX torso and payload

dynamical properties) and adds robustness to changing BLEEX backpack payload.

The walking gait cycle is divided into stance and swing phases and different control

laws are used during them. Position control is used for the stance leg (including the

torso and backpack) and a sensitivity amplification controller is used for the swing

leg. The method allows to better grasp the different requirements arising for gait

assistance, which requires a stiff support phase during stance (where basically the

system helps the subject to be in a stable position), and a high bandwidth amplifi-

cation control in order to be sensitive to human torques.

After the first prototypal version of the system, a spin-off company from the lab-

oratory, named Berkeley Bionics (Berkeley, CA, USA) worked on new versions of

the device for military applications developing the ExoHiker and the ExoClimber

systems, tailored for load carrying during overground walking or during slopes as-

cent. The third generation of their exoskeletal system, the Human Universal Load

Carrier (HULC) has reduced bulkiness and weight, since structural parts are tita-

nium made.

The system is now ready for commercialization for military applications. Inter-

estingly, the HULC is claimed in the group webpage [11] to be the first system able

to provide a reduction in the order of 5 to 15% of the metabolic cost associated to

overground walking. Despite of these claims, no data published in peer-reviewed

journals or conference proceedings demonstrating such reduction in metabolic cost

could be retrieved at the time of writing this thesis.
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2.1.1.2 Sarcos Exoskeleton

The Sarcos Research Corporation (Salt Lake City, UT) has developed a full-body

”Wearable Energetically Autonomous Robot” (WEAR). The Sarcos exoskeleton is

also energetically autonomous, carrying its own power supply. Actuation is still

provided by hydraulic actuators, but, differently to the BLEEX, it features rotary

hydraulic actuators co-located with the joints matching the human degrees of free-

dom. The Sarcos exoskeleton has demonstrated a number of impressive features:

structure supporting entire load of 84 kg, wearer standing on one leg while carry-

ing another person on their back, walking at 1.6 m/s while carrying 68 kg on the

back and 23 kg on the arms, walking through 23 cm of mud, as well as twisting,

squatting, and kneeling [5].

The development of the device continued as a military project and for these rea-

sons many detailed technical information on the device were not published. How-

ever, the main features of the current version of the device (dubbed XOS 2) can

be extracted from the demonstrations of the device (now developed by Raytheon

Company, MA, USA) provided by popular science magazines. The kinematic de-

sign of the device can be observed to be a mixed between an end-effector based

machine and a real exoskeleton controlling independently human joint’s DOF. The

upper limb has a pseudo-antrhopomorphic structure, with shoulder, elbow and

wrist joints. However, no attachments between the robot and the subject’s arm are

present apart the hand and the trunk; thus implying that torques are provided to

the arm joints through a parallel kinematic configuration, which does not allow to

modulate the level of assistance differently for each single human joint. The lower

part of the exoskeleton is instead anthropomorphic, at least for what regards the

three joints in the sagittal plane. The two hip joints are actuated also in the Adduc-

tion/Abduction axis and the same concept used for the BLEEX of shared rotation

between the two legs is implemented to allow torso rotation.

2.1.1.3 MIT Exoskeleton

A different concept was developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT) by the group lead by prof. Hugh Herr (Biomechatronics Group, MIT Media
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12 CHAPTER 2. PHRI AND WEARABLE ROBOTIC ORTHOSES FOR THE LOWER LIMBS

Figure 2.2: Exoskeletons for gait assistance. (a) The Sarcos XOS 2 Exoskeleton, (b) the MIT
exoskeleton during a metabolic consumption experiment [5], (c) the HAL-5 exoskeleton, by
Cyberdyne, Japan.

Lab). In this project the focus was mainly on energy efficiency of load-carrying dur-

ing walking. An exoskeleton has been built, according to a design method oriented

at replicating in wearable robots the achievements obtained in the field of passive

bipedal walkers [12], which demonstrated that a walking machine, whose mechan-

ical structure is designed in order to optimize the exchange of elastic, gravitational

and kinetic energy during the gait cycle, has an increased energetic efficiency when

compared to conventional walking machine designed through a kinematically an-

thropomorphic design and controlled via ZMP technique [13, 14].

As for bipedal walkers, the actuation system is simplified to the minimum terms.

In particular, no actuators are used to add power to the human joints. The quasi-

passive elements in the exoskeleton were chosen based on an analysis of the kinetics

and kinematics of human walking.

Hip flexion-extension is supported by a rotary spring, whose elastic constant is
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determined by comparison with clinical gait data. Also hip adduction/abduction

and rotation joints are spring-loaded, but their elastic constants were determined

to provide inherent stability for various admissible backpack loads. Additionally, a

cam mechanism was incorporated at the hip to compensate for the relative change

in length between the thigh of the exoskeleton and the user due to the joint offset

during abduction/adduction. Spring-loaded hip rotation and ankle rotation joints

were included to allow non-sagittal plane limb movements.

The knee flexion/extension joint is instead powered by a magneto-rheological

variable damper, which is controlled to dissipate energy at desired phases of the

walking cycle. It is the only energetically non-conservative element of the exoskele-

ton. Ankle flexion/extension joint is co-located with human ankle joint and loaded

with two springs with different elastic constants to account for the different elastic-

ity requirements for ankle flexion and extension. An additional carbon fiber spring

is attached to the heel to reduce impact losses and aids in lifting the heel at the

beginning of ankle extension.

The quasi-passive exoskeleton is controlled by using sensory information pro-

vided by a set of strain gages on the exoskeleton shin and a potentiometer on the

knee joint. These sensors are used to detect the transitions between the different

phases of the gait cycle which act as a trigger for a finite-state-machine based con-

troller used to regulate the damping provided to the knee joint.

Without a payload, the exoskeleton weighs 11.7 kg and requires only 2 W of

electrical power during loaded walking, power which is mainly used to control the

variable damper at the knee.

Experimental work demonstrated a working device that successfully supported

a 36 kg load during walking at 1 m/s. It was also shown that the exoskeleton struc-

ture transferred on average 80% of the payload weight to the ground. Metabolic

studies with the quasi-passive exoskeleton aimed to quantify the amount of en-

ergetic efficiency of the whole device by comparing the metabolic cost associated

to locomotion at a standardized speed with and without the exoskeleton. Results

showed a 10% increase in walking metabolic cost of transport, for a subject carry-

ing the 36 kg load via the quasi-passive exoskeleton versus having only a standard
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backpack [3], thus failing to demonstrate that the device provides a metabolic ad-

vantage to the wearer.

Further experimental work was carried out to analytically separate the causes

of the increased metabolic consumption. A significant reduction in metabolic cost

of walking was found when comparing the performance of the described system

versus the same exoskeleton without the springs at the hip and ankle and the vari-

able damper at the knee, demonstrating the utility of the quasi-passive elements.

Additionally, tests were conducted to determine the effect of the added mass and

the inertial loads of the exoskeleton. From these studies, it was concluded that, in

addition to the added mass and inertia, dominant causes for the observed cost of

transport increase are the additional kinematic constraints inadvertently imposed

on the wearer, upsetting the efficient dynamics normally seen during human walk-

ing [3].

No further work on the lower-body exoskeleton has even been published by the

same group after the first prototype. However, the same group at MIT in later years

was successful in demonstrating a leg exoskeleton which, in the specific test of hop-

ping at a self-selected frequency, does instead reduce the metabolic cost. The device

has a parallel structure with no intermediate attachment points between the torso

and the foot links, and embeds leaf springs to provide intrinsic elastic properties to

the structure [15].

2.1.1.4 Hybrid Assistive Limb HAL

The most popular among the lower body exoskeletons described so far, proba-

bly due to its futuristic design and the interaction modality based on bioelectrical

signals, the HAL-5 system has been developed at the University of Tsukuba by the

group lead by prof. Yoshikuyi Sankai. It is targeted both for human performance

augmentation and for rehabilitative purposes [2]. The system is the output of a 15

years development process, with many prototypes presented the different years.

Since June 2004, a company named Cyberdyne, spin-off of prof. Sankai’s labora-

tory, is in charge of the technological development and marketing. Since then, no

paper was published on peer-reviewed journal or conference proceedings; informa-
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tion on the characteristics of the device could be retrieved by the author by reading

review articles [5], by discussing with students of the lab contributing to the devel-

opment of the new versions of the device and by assisting to demonstrations given

in a technological fair in Naples, Italy [16].

The leg structure of the full-body exoskeleton powers the flexion/extension

joints at the hip and knee via a DC motor with harmonic drive placed directly on

the joints (see Fig. 5). The ankle flexion/extension DOF was passive in the first

HAL 5 version, even though new versions of the device include an actuated ankle

joint. The lower limb components interface with the wearer via a number of con-

nections: a special shoe with ground reaction force sensors harnesses on the calf

and thigh, and a large waist belt. In distinction to the load-carrying BLEEX, Sar-

cos, and MIT exoskeletons, the HAL system does not transfer a load to the ground

surface, but simply augments joint torques at the hip, knee, and ankle. However, a

new model-based mechanical design of the device was presented, which includes

a frame transferring the reaction forces to the ground, thus reducing the load of the

subject’s bones.

The HAL-5 system utilizes a number of sensing modalities for control: skin-

surface electromyographic (EMG) electrodes placed below the hip and above the

knee on both the front and the back sides of the wearer’s body, potentiometers

for joint angle measurement, ground reaction force sensors, a gyroscope and ac-

celerometer mounted on the backpack for torso posture estimation. These sensing

modalities are used in two control systems that together determine user intent and

operate the suit: an EMG-based system and a walking-pattern-based system. A

continuous operating time of approximately 160 min is allowed by a battery pack.

The total weight of the device amounts to 21 kg, including both upper and lower

body (lower body alone weights approximately 15 kg).

The system has been commercialized in the Japanese market with a lease-per-

month format, for a price of about 2’200$ per month. A European branch of the

company has been reportedly opened in Denmark in 2010, but no evidence of the

device being used in Europan rehabilitation centers could be retrieved.

Many demonstrations of the HAL being worn by an able-bodied operator were
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provided, both for overground locomotion in everyday contexts and in particular

situations such as carrying the load of a human injured subject during a ski-rescue

operation.

On the side of providing assistance to physically impaired subjects during loco-

motion, an algorithm used to estimate human intentions during walking, suitable

to be used to control the device when applied to human subjects with unreliable

bioelectric signals, was presented in 2006 and tested on a patient with spinal cord

injury [17]. Videos demonstrating the process of recovery of subjects with differ-

ent kinds of neurological disorders undergoing rehabilitation therapy based on the

usage of the HAL-5 system or of subsystem of the whole device have been pre-

sented in multiple presentations by prof. Sankai. Despite of that, no clinical data

demonstrating the effectiveness of such robot-assisted rehabilitation therapy could

be retrieved in the literature.

2.1.2 Machines for Body-Weight Support Treadmill Training (BWSTT)

Another class of exoskeleton devices is that of treadmill-based devices designed

to deliver therapy to subjects with neurological disorders, such as stroke, Parkinson

Disease (PD) or Cerebral Palsy (CP). These devices are well suited to be included

in a particularly structured environment. For these reasons the first generations

of such devices delivering automated gait therapy to physically impaired patients

was represented by treadmill-based systems, with the big advantage of allowing to

fix the actuation system and the power source to the ground frame, which do not

need to be worn by the human operator. This class of systems allows to automate

the Body-Weight Supported Treadmill Training (BWSTT) therapy, which is labour-

intensive and requires efforts by two or three human therapists, then allowing to

replace the role of the therapist which applies forces to the human limbs during

different phases of the gait cycle.

In particular, there is the possibility for the actuation system and the energy

source of the device to be supported by a fixed frame thus simplifying the require-

ment of reducing the weight of the actuator and of the power source, which is a

major requirement of energetically autonomous wearable robots.
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Figure 2.3: Treadmill-based robotic devices for BWSTT: (a) The Lokomat [18]; (b) the
LOPES [4]; (c) the Autoambulator [19]; (d) the ALEX [20].

The main implementations of such concept with a exoskeletal device developed

so far will be briefly described in the following.

2.1.2.1 Lokomat

The Lokomat (Hocoma Inc., Switzerland) was the first system embedding the

concept of BWSTT. It is now commercialized by Hocoma Inc, whose first version

underwent the stage of clinical evaluation as rehabilitation tool around year 2001
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[18]. The system comprises a tunable weight support system, which supports a

fraction of the weight of the subject during locomotion, and a robotic device which

supports hip and knee movements only in the sagittal plane, while the ankle joint

is not supported. Continuous torque limits for the first prototype are 50 Nm for

the hip joint and 30 Nm for the knee joint, both of which are actuated through a

DC motor and a ball-and-screw transmission subsystem [21]. A feedback on the

kinematic status is provided by potentiometers, which measure the 4 DOFs of the

device. The regular patient training with the Lokomat is performed with a fixed gait

pattern, which does not take into account the peculiarities of each subject and is im-

plemented by position control of the joint angle trajectories. This control scheme

does not allow to follow the assist-as-needed approach to robotic-based neuroreha-

bilitation [22]1, which states that the robotic intervention needs to be specifically

tailored to the requirements posed by each subject and minimized to only the situ-

ations in which the subject really requires it. To accommodate the requirement for

patients that have some residual voluntary locomotion capabilities, automatic gait-

pattern adaptation algorithms were presented in 2004 [23]. One algorithm is based

on inverse-dynamics and uses the estimation of the interaction forces to adapt the

angle trajectories so to minimize them. Additionally, also an impedance control

scheme, based on the direct measurement of the interaction forces at the human-

robot interface is presented and demonstrated. The results show that the impedance

controller is the one which allows the best and more comfortable degree of subject

adaptability in the gait pattern.

The Lokomat system comprises also an optional pediatric version and has been

a huge commercial success in the 2000s. It is diffused in many rehabilitation cen-

ters worldwide, being considered the golden standard of robotic assisted BWSTT,

despite clinical trials demonstrating its reduced effectiveness when compared to

human intervention [24, 25]. Moreover, other studies reporting the alterations in

muscle activation patterns and reduced ergonomics provided by the robotic sys-

tem, whose straps and kinematic structure are reported to be source of discomfort

and even pain for some users [26]. It is worth to notice that all published clinical

1A description of the general requisites for robot-mediated neurorehabilitation is provided in
Chapter 4
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trials were based on robotic therapy performed with the control schemes which are

really transferred to the clinical market, which do not include any of the adaptive

control schemes described above, despite they are presented in the literature as a

product of research oriented to developing control schemes to be used in everyday

clinical scenarios.

2.1.2.2 LOPES

The LOPES (LOwer-extremity Powered ExoSkeleton) is a treadmill based wear-

able robotic device for gait training and assessment of motor function in stroke

patients [4], developed at University of Twente by the group lead by prof. Herman

van der Kooij. It combines a freely translatable and 2-D-actuated pelvis segment

with a leg exoskeleton containing three actuated rotational joints: two at the hip

(flexion/extension and adduction/abduction) and one at the knee. Motion is gen-

erated by electrical motors fixed to the ground frame and a Bowden cable series

elastic transmission system is used to transfer torque to the wearer’s joints. This

system allows to reduce the inertia felt by the wearer during unassisted motion and

to implement a force control by only measuring the deflection of the elastic element.

The development of the device started in 2001 and since then has been used with

healthy subjects as a neuroscientific tool to investigate motor learning [27] and more

recently with chronic stroke patients to validate the device as a tool for neuroreha-

biliation. Preliminary studies were presented to demonstrate the ability of this re-

habilitation tool to restore an improved kinematic walking pattern (improved foot

clearance during swing) after a period of robot aided gait training [28].

2.1.2.3 Other treadmill-based devices for gait rehabilitation

Other than the two described devices, many other groups developed treadmill-

based powered orthoses suitable to be used as tool for rehabilitation therapy.

The AutoAmbulator is a commercial system patented [29] and developed by

Healtsouth Corp., AL, USA. Though including a different mechanical design of the

weight support subsystem which reduces the weight and overall dimensions of the

device, allowing also for faster don and doff times compared to the Lokomat, but it
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essentially consists of an electrically actuated anthropomorphic device supporting

hip and knee movements in the sagittal plane. Few details on the uses of this system

could be retrieved in the peer-reviewed literature.

An interesting device which tries to take advantage from a dynamics-oriented

mechanical design is the exoskeleton developed in the Departments of Mechanical

Engineering and Physical Therapy at the University of Delaware. A first prototype

consists of a passive leg orthosis that is designed to reduce the effect of gravity on

the patient during walking and is presented in [30]. This is achieved through a

mechanism, which is first used to locate the center of mass of the human limb and

the orthosis. Springs are then added so that the system is gravity-balanced in every

configuration. The same paper presents experimental work on able-bodied young

adults and one individual with paralysis in the right leg due to stroke. Among other

things, the results showed that the current implementation of the device, while not

affecting required torques at the knee, reduced the average torque required from

the patient’s hip by 61%.

The same group later developed the ALEX, which is a unilateral treadmill based

leg rehabilitation exoskeletons, where hip and knee joints flexion and extension are

actuated by linear drives [20]. Other joints, including hip adduction-abduction, and

ankle flexion/extension, are spring loaded. A force field controller is implemented

in the task-space that displays a position dependent force field acting on the foot, so

to guide it through a ”virtual tunnel”, representing the physiological foot trajectory

during overground locomotion.

2.1.3 Energetically autonomous active orthoses for gait assistance in

impaired patients

Some of the researches and of the technological developments, started in the

field of human augmentation for able-bodied users, have been translated and mod-

ified to be useful for physically impaired subjects, both as rehabilitative tool and for

assistive technology suitable to be used in everyday environments.
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Figure 2.4: Energetically autonomous active orthoses for gait assistance in physically im-
paired subjects. (a) The eLegs lower limbs exoskeleton, Berkeley Bionics, CA, USA, used by
a paraplegic subject (b); The ReWalk lower limbs exoskeleton, Argon Medical Technologies,
Israel, (c) The knee orthosis PK100, Tibion Corporation, CA, USA.

2.1.3.1 Berkeley Bionics eLegs

The eLegs [31, 32] is a system developed by Berkeley Bionics, whose mechan-

ical apparatus is mainly based on the HULC system. The system has a kinemat-

ically anthropomorphic structure and includes double-acting hydraulic cylinders

to support knee and hip flexion and extension, differently to the HULC system,

which only supportes joints flexion using one-way hydraulic cylinders. Hip adduc-

tion and abduction are loaded with very stiff elastic components in the use with

physically impaired subjects to minimize unnatural postures, and the ankle joint is

spring-loaded in the dorsi-plantar flexion direction, reducing the phenomenon of

toe-drop. A battery pack and computer are stored on the back, contributing to the
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weight of the device, which accounts for a total of 39 kg for the prototypal version

described so far. The bracing system includes a torso brace, upper and lower thigh

straps, a shank brace and straps for the backpack which carries the batteries and

computer and includes a set of crutches or a cart to provide support to the device

and patient in the event of a patient fall.

Its sensory apparatus includes heel and toe pressure sensors used as switches to

detect foot contact with the ground, a knee potentiometer and hip digital encoder to

provide a measure of the actuated joints angle, an accelerometer/gyroscope board

in the torso, which measure absolute torso angle in the sagittal plane, in addition to

the proprioceptive sensors used for low-level control of the hydraulic actuators.

Testing of the device was performed on four paraplegic patients with complete

or incomplete paralysis [32] and on three chronic stroke patients [31].

In the case of the three chronic stroke patients, an hybrid position/force con-

troller similar to that used in [9] was implemented, where a PD controller is used

for position control to avoid the overpowering, which can be caused by the kine-

matic pattern generated by spastic contractions of the impaired leg. Experimental

results show an improved degree of anthropomorphism of knee flexion-extension

profile and improved stride length and time for the impaired leg.

The testing with paraplegic subjects was performed on three patients with in-

complete paralysis and one with complete paralysis [32]. A state machine was im-

plemented with a position control, which tracks a trajectory set whose profile is de-

rived from Clincal Gait Analysis data, and adapted to guarantee a safer clearance

from ground during the swing phase, and parametrized in terms of step length

and step speed, which could be adjusted according to the subject’s and the thera-

pist feeling. During the stance phase, the hip is driven trough a zero-impedance

controller, which avoids problems of torso rotation which arise due to the lack of

vertical support for the torso link, which is not fixed to a rigid frame as in the case of

treadmill-based machines. During stance phase, the momentum of the body, whose

center of mass is moving forward, is sufficient to provide motion to the hip during

the stance phase. The device was successfully tested on a paraplegic subject, show-

ing that all patients were able to walk using the exoskeleton, which could provide
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the necessary lift to the swing leg and to drive it through the desired trajectory.

During a public demonstration of the device, a subject demonstrated her ability

to walk using the device, [33] after 18 years of complete paralysis. The system is

now (January 2011) in the process of starting the first clinical trials and is expected

to be commercialized by mid-2011.

2.1.3.2 Argo Medical ReWalk

The ReWalk system has been developed by Argo Medical Technologies, a com-

pany spun-off from Israel Technion. It is a wearable motorized robotic device allow-

ing DOFs of Flexion/Extension for the hip and knee joints, which are actuated by

electrical motors co-located with the robot’s joints and aligned to the subject’s rota-

tion axes. The systems has been demonstrated in conjunction with canes to provide

support to the subjects. An intention detection subsystem detects the intention to

start motion by evaluating the inclination of the torso, thus implying that a good

functionality of the upper body is required to operate the device. A remote control

is also used to switch among different control modes. Uses of the device in dif-

ferent daily activities, such as climbing stairs and sitting, have been demonstrated

in videos demonstrated by Argo Medical Technology. The control system is based

on a position controller to drive the wearer’s joints [31]. No evidence of the use of

interaction control was retrieved in the literature.

No technological detail of the system has ever been published in the scientific

literature; however since 2008 the system has gone through the stages of final en-

gineering and is currently in the process of undergoing the first clinical trials at

MossRehab (Philadelphia, PA, USA), to potentially gain FDA approval for clinical

use of the device in the US. Pilot clinical trials are also presently starting in Italy, in

particular at the Centro Protesi INAIL di Vigorso di Budrio (Bologna, Italy) on 18

paraplegic subjects.

Argo Medical estimates that the device will be marketed by the end of 2011, for

a cost of around 100’000 $ [34].
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2.1.3.3 Tibion PK100 knee orthosis

The system is a knee orthosis with a carbon fiber structure providing support

to the electrical motor, battery and user interface. In order to respond to the heavy

power requirements for an actuator to support the weight of a person (the stated

design objective was to include paraplegic subjects weighting up to 100 kg), the

actuator is connected to the orthosis through a continuously variable transmission

system, developed purposively for the project [35]. This provides a controllable

trade-off between output torque and velocity in different tasks (sit-to-stand, stairs

ascent, and overground walking). During the swing phase, instead, the actuator

drive train is completely decoupled from the orthosis to allow a transparent move-

ment. The sensing subsystem includes a force sensor, used for the torque feedback

control loop. Rotary encoders provide a reading of the motor and knee brace angles.

A foot sensor is inserted inside the shoe to provide the weight-on-foot information

used to detect transitions between different gait cycle phases.

Different interaction modes are described in [35], including an assistive mode

where motion generated by the subject is amplified, a continuous passive motion

mode, implemented through position control to apply repetitive movements to the

knee without the subject contribution, and a robotic therapy mode, which is based

on the assist-as-needed concept, and as such the robot intervenes only when the

subject is not able to complete the movement on his own.

Not any clinical study has yet been reported in the literature. However, a pre-

liminary application of robotic therapy with the device (including several repetition

of sit-to-stand movements) has shown encouraging results, demonstrating that the

device can be successful in restoring autonomous sit-to-stand motion in chronic

stroke patients [36].

2.1.3.4 Other energetically autonomous assistive robots

In addition to the already described devices, other energetically autonomous

systems have been demonstrated in the recent years, such as the REX exoskeleton,

produced by REX Bionics, New Zealand, an anthropomorphic lower body orthosis

designed for sit-to-stand, stair ascend and overground walking, without the use of
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Figure 2.5: (a) The Smart Caster Walker Exoskeleton, by Sogang University, Korea, from
[37]. (b) The REX Exoskeleton, REX Bionics, New Zealand.

crutches. The system has been demonstrated with healthy subjects, and for sit-to-

stand of wheelchair users. It is currently being sold in New Zealand for 150,000$.

An interesting concept meant to bypass some of the design difficulties in cre-

ating a portable active orthosis is presented by researchers at Sogang University,

Soul, Korea [37]. The device consists of a full lower limb orthosis paired with a

specially designed walker that houses the battery, DC motors, and control com-

puter, greatly reducing the weight of the worn structure. A cable drive transmits

mechanical power to the joints of the wearer from the actuators in the walker. The

orthosis adds power in the flexion/extension directions of the hip and knee, and

allows motion in the other DOFs of the leg, except the rotation of the ankle, which

is fixed. User intent is sensed by a combination of joint angle sensors and a pressure

sensor that gives a rough measure of force being applied by the quadriceps mus-

cle. This design appears to exploit the consideration that most powered orthotic

devices for physically impaired persons still require the use of crutches or other

additional support methods, and finds a way to reduce the overall weight. Appar-
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ently, this system is limited to overground walking since both stairs ascending and

sit-to-stand transitions are impeded by the demonstrated design.

2.2 Possible advantages of non-anthropomorphic wearable

robots

Despite an expected increase in overall mechanical complexity over traditional

anthropomorphic exoskeletons, the possible advantages provided by a free kine-

matic design of a wearable robot are from an ergonomics and dynamical stand-

points and will be separately analyzed in the next sections.

2.2.1 Ergonomics

The design process of any robotic device, especially of those physically interact-

ing with humans, starts with the choice of a suitable kinematic structure. Normally,

the kinematic design is carried out in order to fulfill a certain number of design

objectives, which include the following [38]:

1. a desired number and type (e.g. revolute, linear, spherical) of DOFs

2. a desired workspace defined in terms of positions and orientations;

3. a certain set of intrinsic dynamical properties (these may be defined differ-

ently according to the target application. In the case of neurorehabilitation

robots a commonly desired dynamical property is isotropy and transparency

during patient-in-charge mode);

4. provide structural support for actuators and sensing elements in adequate lo-

cations, where they do not deteriorate the dynamical performances of robots.

End-effector based robotic device are those machines whose physical interac-

tion occurs only at one given point of the robot. In this case, the mentioned points

are normally the only ones taken into account. In wearable robots there are instead

multiple contact points between the user and the robot [39] and thus it is impor-

tant to guarantee the kinematic compatibility between the robotic structure and the
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Figure 2.6: Representation of three-dimensional movement of the ICR of a human knee
corresponding to a complete flexion-extension movemement. It can be noticed that the rel-
ative trajectory dispersion increases as a function of the distance in the lateral direction.
This demonstrates the effect of second-order modeling inaccuracies, which for joints mod-
eled as revolute joints in the sagittal plane do not depend only on the inaccuracies in that
planes but have a more complex effect in the three dimensional space. From [6].

biological segments addressed by the robot. This means that even before imple-

menting actuation and control of the robot, the purely mechanical structure must

enable wearability, ease of use, and operator comfort.

There is only one way for the exoskeletons with an anthropomorphic kinematic

structure to be kinematically compatible with the addressed biological structure:

the two structures have to be kinematically identical, at least for what regards the

DOFs supported by the robot. This implies the need for the perfect alignment of all

joints axes.

There are a number of difficulties arising from this problem. Ideally, imagining

that an exact kinematic model of the addressed human segment is available for

each subject and that it is possible to adapt the mechanical structure of the robot

through an continuous set of regulations, the presence of the biological segments

poses space constraints to the design of the robot mechanical structure, which needs

to be ”external” and cannot interfere with human movements in any allowed pose.
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This first design difficulty can be solved by reducing the number of supported DOFs

for each target human articulation. A simplified kinematic model of the targeted

segments is then considered, so to allow, at least at a modeling stage, the desired

properties of ”kinematic replication”.

Additionally, the schematization of biological joints as ideal kinematic pairs has

a limited degree of accuracy, which varies for each articulation. For example, the

human knee is replicated in wearable exoskeletons with a revolute joint. Actually,

the human knee has a complex three dimensional geometry and its instantaneous

centre of rotation (ICR) is not fixed relative to the femoral bone, but instead moves

along a trajectory. This trajectory varies as a function of the distance in the lateral

direction from the human articulation, as shown in Fig. 2.6. This means that not

only is the misalignment between the robot and the human axis responsible for the

kinematic incompatibility, but second-order inaccuracies (such as in this case those

arising from having modeled the knee joint as a revolute joint) have an effect which

can increase also as a function of the lateral misalignment between the human and

the robot kinematic chains.

An even more striking case reported in literature is that of the shoulder joint,

whose kinematic simplification to a ”ball-and-a-socket-joint” is source of misalign-

ments which can be in the order of tens of centimeters. The kinematic approxima-

tion is sufficiently accurate only for small rotations and for motions involving only

in the glenohumoral articulation [40]. However, when considering large motions of

the whole shoulder complex, this approximation looses validity and large shifts of

several centimeters are documented [41]. This kind of mis-alignments is a function

of the amplitude of supported movements. Although for a very structured task/

environment a limited workspace can be considered to avoid misalignment related

problems, this can be a limiting issue when trying to transfer the robotic devices in

the everyday life environment. Globally, these errors lead to the so-called macro-

misalignments, which essentially define the mismatch (defined in terms of number

or type of DOFs) between a robotic and biological structure.

In any case, the kinematic design of a kinematically compatible wearable robot

is developed essentially through a process of bio-mimicry, where the target of the
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Figure 2.7: Schematization of a 1 DOF human articulation and an attached robot. In (a) the
ideal case of perfect alignment is represented. This condition is actually not achievable in
reality, or however it is impossible to keep it throughout the whole range of motion. Small
misalignments (x, y) in the order of some centimeters, respectively, between human joints
and actuated joints cause forces hundreds of Newtons for an actuation torque of some unit
of Nm, without allowing any motion, in the case of perfectly rigid coupling. What happens
in reality is that the attachment on the soft-tissue of the arm allows the robot to move. The
misalignments in Cartesian directions x = 2cm and y = 1cm will cause a skin movement in
the order of L = 4 cm, at a rotation α = 45 deg and l = 20 cm. The displacement increases
with bigger angles. Also, an angular displacement γ between the axes of the robot and the
human segments will be present. This angular displacement is often neglected since the
interaction forces arising from this kind of misalignment are smaller. From [42].

design is a more or less accurate kinematic model of the targeted human segments.

The reduction in the kinematic compatibility is however determined by the inac-

curacies inherent in this model. In addition to the qualitative mismatch defined

above as macro-misalignment, it is obvious that inter-subject variability of anatom-

ical structures brings inherent limitations to the degree of achievable alignment be-

tween the robot and the human kinematic chains.

A first problem occurs in the definition of the exact location and orientation of

human joints axes of rotation, which cannot be measured directly on living subjects,

since they are covered by soft tissues. A big number of non-invasive measurement

methods are proposed in literature, which can be used to derive a complete quan-

titative kinematic model of a set of human segments, such as the one described in
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[43]. This study describes the use of a 3D magnetic spatial tracking system. The

system includes a fixed source of magnetic field and a set of wearable sensors. The

induced voltage measured across the loops of these sensors provides an accurate

estimation of both the position and the orientation of the sensor relative to the fixed

reference frame.

This spatial tracking system has been adapted in the course of this thesis and

used to develop a 3D spatial tracking system, which can be used in conjunction with

a neurorehabilitation robotic device for the upper limbs, in order to asses possible

unnatural postures during the rehabilitation task [44]. The apparatus allows also to

quantify the degree of mismatch of the approximation of the shoulder as a spherical

joint, defined by the set of parameters reported in Table 2.1.

A schematization of the developed apparatus is reported in FIgure 2.8 which

includes also the representation of the profiles measured during a session of robot-

mediated rehabilitation therapy.

The method was also adapted to the lower limbs and showed to provide reliable

estimates of the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters of the addressed musculo-skeletal

system, which can then be employed as a real-time motion tracking system.

Despite the availability of such methods, the process of regulating the parame-

ters of robot kinematic structure to the biological one is still normally accomplished

by visual inspection, also because the degree of regulation of the kinematic parame-

ters of the robotic kinematic structure is often discrete and however not sufficiently

fine to justify a more complex and cumbersome calibration procedure.

Additionally, the fixation of a robotic device to a human limb is not completely

rigid, so that slippage between the device and the limb normally occurs. Further-

more, the contact points are normally above a layer of soft tissue with variable cross

section (as it is very well known, a muscle fiber changes its cross section depending

on the posture of the articulation(s) supported). This implies that the degree of mis-

alignment depends on the given posture used at the time of tuning the kinematic

parameter, and then may be of a modest entity for low-range movements, but it can

increase when wide-range motions are desired.
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Figure 2.8: 3D spatial tracking apparatus for the reconstruction of the kinematics of the
upper limb, used during a session of robot-assisted rehabilitation therapy. (a) experimen-
tal setup comprising the spatial tracking system and the IMT3 planar shoulder and elbow
robot. (b) 7 DOFs kinematic model of the upper limb used for the calibration and data acqui-
sition phases. The model schematizes the shoulder as a 3 DOF spherical joint, based on the
rotation of the upper arm relative to the acromion, the elbow and the wrist as 2DOFs joints.
Kinematic profiles of the elbow flexion/extension degree of freedom in a young healthy
subject (c) and in a stroke survivor (d) during a typical game of rehabilitation therapy with
the robot. From [44].

These facts are likely to cause micro-misalignments between any attached robotic

joint and the human joint in the order of a couple of centimeters.

An extremely simplified but insightful model of the effect of misalignments over

human articulation is reported in [41]. A figure taken from the cited paper is shown

in Fig. 2.7, which takes into consideration the constraint forces arising from a planar

misalignment.

In [42], a non-linear analytical model, predicting and interpreting the charac-

teristics of constraint forces generated by misalignment of exoskeleton joints axes,
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Table 2.1: Parameters of the kinematic model obtained in the calibration phase, for the nine
subjects involved in the experiments. l1 and l2, anatomical measurements of upper arm and
forearm length, ∆rs, standard error of the measurement of the shoulder center of rotation
position, αe and αw, elbow and wrist skew angles, he and hw skew distance.

Figure 2.9: The ESA exoskeleton, from [41].

was introduced. The model makes use of force and position measurements to pro-

vide a position-dependent estimation of the attachment stiffness and of the real off-

sets between the human and robotic joints. The soft coupling between human and

robot tissues are described by a linear visco-elastic model, whose parameters are

estimated by the model, which measures the interaction forces. The measurements

also assessed for the first time the amount of reduction in interaction forces intro-

duced by the addition of passive joints allowing for alignment between robot and
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biological instantaneous axes of rotation. Results showed a reduction of up to 50 %

of interaction forces in extremal regions of the workspace and a reduced deviation

of interaction forces.

In [41], a new paradigm for the design of kinematically compatible wearable

robots for rehabilitation was proposed, postulating that a WR should not explic-

itly replicate the kinematic structure of the adjacent human limbs. On the con-

trary, it should provide a moving system acting in parallel to the human degrees of

freedom. Furthermore, it is reported that robotic devices must be able to activate

each single human joint, to induce exact ergonomic movements in patients and that

robotic actuators should be placed so that each natural degree of freedom of the

human limb can be moved with a single or a specified set of actuators. These kinds

of wearable robots may possess multiple degrees of redundancy to cope with the

interaction with human limbs and joints, without presenting the need of aligning

the axes of rotation of artificial joints to those of human joints.

These concepts have been implemented in an exoskeleton for the upper limbs

developed to enable in-space force-feedback tele-manipulation with redundant robot

arms [41], as shown in Figure 2.9. The kinematic structure of the exoskeleton, which

does not mimic upper limbs, offers an alternative kinematic chain bridging over the

human joints. Even though the kinematics of the exoskeleton and the human arm

are different, any posture of the human joints can be univocally determined by the

Figure 2.10: CAD model of the non-anthropomorphic elbow exoskeleton, which in-
cludes four robotic joints, two of which are actuated to selectively provide elbow Flex-
ion/Extension (joint Θ7) and forearm prono-supination (joint Θ10) (from [41]).
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corresponding posture of the exoskeleton, which allows the complete range of mo-

tions of human articulations.

Fig. 2.10 depicts a non-anthropomorphic kinematic structure of a wearable

robot acting on a 2 DOF human joint (elbow). The 4 DOF robotic structure is at-

tached in parallel to human upper arm and forearm limbs. Once the operator wears

this robot, the resulting kinematic chain is such that only 2 DOF are allowed. These

DOF can be controlled by actuating joints Θ7 (for elbow flexion-extension) and Θ10

(for elbow prono-supination), while the two other joints are passive.

Figure 2.11: Misalignment between human and robot joints axes of rotation. (a) Case of
planar anthropomorphic kinematic structures with revolute joints, where a residual force
Fsh is applied on the shoulder. (b) Modified kinematic structure of the robot, which include
two prismatic joints, which cancel the interaction forces by automatically aligning the axes
of rotation until this force goes to zero (from [45]).

The purpose of automatic alignment of exoskeleton axes to human anatomical

axes is also pursued in [45], where the unwanted exchange of interaction forces

on the skin is avoided by decoupling joints rotations from joints translations. The

proposed method consists in adding translational capabilities to the basic kinematic

structure of the exoskeleton, thus reducing the interaction forces to only friction and

inertia of the prismatic kinematic pairs.
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This method is very beneficial from the point of view of axes self-alignment but

does not allow converting forces applied by the robot to human limbs into rota-

tion of human articulations, since these forces are absorbed by the translation of

moving elements. In order to generate motion of human limbs with the decoupled

mechanism it is necessary to apply pairwise forces in order to generate equivalent

torques. These forces require two connections per section of the exoskeleton to the

corresponding human limb and can be transmitted by adding two extra links to the

exoskeleton and using parallelogram-like kinematic chains like that shown in Fig.

2.11.

2.2.2 Dynamical properties

Over the past twenty years studies originally stemming out from the biological

investigations on the locomotion of lower animal forms highlighted the intimate

connections among intelligence, morphology and performance. As showed in [46],

the lowest level of intelligence is actually completely physical, as it consists in the

ability of neuro-musculoskeletal systems to present zero-delay, intrinsic responses

(preflexes) to a perturbation [47]. Preflexes are useful for performing low-level tasks

such as stabilization and feed forward locomotion control.

As an example, the cockroach Blaberus discoidalis is able to scramble over ran-

domically distributed obstacles up to three times its body height without signifi-

cantly slowing down [48]. Such striking performance cannot be achieved by a feed-

back based, centralized sensory-motor control because of the required quick adap-

tation to the environment. On the contrary, robust locomotion is achieved mainly

through a basic feedforward pattern applied to its properly tuned mechanical sys-

tem (preflexes). Such principles have been implemented in the development of a

highly efficient hexapedal robot capable of sensorless robust locomotion at speeds

up to 2.5 body lengths/sec [49].

On a phylogenetically higher level, recent studies on biped robots have shown

that even complex tasks, such as walking, may arise from the intrinsic dynamics of

a machine during its interaction with the environment. Studies on passive walking

show that walking, normally obtained through computationally demanding algo-
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Figure 2.12: Graphical representation of an extradimensional bypass, which can be
achieved by a concurrent design of robot morphology and control, from [52].

rithms requiring feedback from several sensors, can emerge from an accurate tuning

of the dynamical properties of a purely mechanical system, without any feedback

control [50], [51]. The performance obtained through this methodology produces a

gait which appears to be more biomimetic under both the energetic and kinematic

standpoints. In particular, it has been demonstrated that the energetic efficiency of

such mechanisms resembles that of the human body, while existing bipedal walking

robots are about 30 times more energy demanding [12].

Moreover, experiments performed on physical simulation environments have

shown that it is possible to optimize, via a coupled evolutionary process, both the

morphological properties of a robot and its controller, with mutual benefits for both

in terms of reduced complexity and enhanced efficiency [52, 53].

In particular, [52] demonstrated in a physics-based simulation environment that

a stable bipedal walking could be achieved through a coupled optimization of both

the controller and the mass distribution of the structure. Although the size of a

search space, which combines both morphological and control parameters, is larger

than the one where the two steps are developed in a sequential manner, the au-
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thors demonstrated that the combined optimization leads to better results. The au-

thors could argue that the performance increase is attributable to extradimensional

bypasses, i.e. narrow paths in the fitness landscape that connect otherwise separated,

sub-optimal fitness peaks. This process is graphically represented in Fig. 2.12. The

demonstration that this kind of fitness profile is descriptive of a complex dynamical

process, such as bipedal locomotion, is an extremely interesting result. The gener-

alization of such results allow to highlight the presence of a morphology and control

trade-off in the design of robots, where an effort in the improvement of the overall

performance can be equally split towards modifying the two sub-components of

controller and mechanical structure.

The problem of assessing if, how and how much these findings can be trans-

ferred to the field of wearable robots for the lower limbs consists of a very tough

challenge. Despite of that, the literature suggests that possible improvements of

the performances of wearable robots can be provided by ”opening” the design of

the mechanical subcomponent, and not just focusing on novel control schemes or

aspects related to actuators power efficiency or intrinsic safety.

These considerations suggest that wearable robots performances can benefit

from a careful design of robot morphology, which is open in the case of non anthro-

pomorphic wearable robots, and can allow to achieve a better dynamical interaction

with the human body and with the environment.

2.3 Conclusions and objectives definition

The problem of assessing if, how and how much the findings achieved in the

field of pseudo-passive bipedal walking robots can be transferred to the field of

wearable robots for the lower limbs consists of an open research challenge. Despite

of that, experts in the field of wearable robotics [5] suggests that possible improve-

ments of the performances of wearable robots can be provided by ”opening” the

design of the mechanical subcomponent, and not just focusing on novel control

schemes or aspects related to actuators power efficiency or intrinsic safety. How-

ever, the problem of optimal kinematic synthesis of non-anthropomorphic wearable

robots may be very difficult to be solved by human intuition and engineering in-
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sight alone, due to the large number of open parameters involved in the design.

This task can be simplified by automatic tools in support of the designer.

The objective of this thesis is to develop a robust and complete methodology,

which can be used for the design of wearable robots. Such methodology which can

be employed in fore-coming research in order to answer to the scientific problem

of quantifying which advantages to dynamical or ergonomics aspects can be intro-

duced by an open-ended concurrent design of morphology in wearable robots.
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Chapter 3

Kinematic synthesis of

non-anthropomorphic wearable

robots

3.1 Methodologies for the open-ended kinematic design of

robots

The idea that machine learning processes inspired by biological evolution can

be used to design autonomous machines has its roots in the early days of evolution-

ary computation and has been implemented several times, starting with the seminal

works of Sims [54]. The first approach has been that of evolving robot controllers for

fixed legged morphologies, in a simulation environment with a sufficient fidelity to

allow replication in the real world of results achievable in simulation. In this con-

text, evolutionary programming [55] and genetic algorithms [56] have been used

to evolve controllers for hexapod robots. Genetic algorithms have also been used

to evolve recurrent neural networks for bipedal locomotion in simulation environ-

ments [57]. However, in all of these approaches, little or no consideration was paid

to the mechanical construction of the agent or robot.

Alternatively, Brooks and Stein [58] and Pfeifer and Scheier [59] have pointed

to the strong interdependence between the morphology and control of an embod-
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ied agent: design decisions regarding either aspect of an agent strongly bias the

resulting behavior. One implication of this interdependence is that a good choice of

morphology can often lead to a reduction in the size or complexity of the controller.

As an extreme case, the study of passive walker dynamics has made clear that a

careful choice of morphology can lead to locomotion without any actuation or con-

troller at all [50]. Examples now abound that demonstrate the evolution of both the

morphology and control of simulated agents is possible and can give interesting

results.

In [53] genetic algorithms have been applied to optimize the design of a pseudo-

passive dynamic walker, by evolving both morphology and control parameters. A

basic morphology of a 8 DOFs biped robot has been implemented and morphology

parameterization was applied on links geometrical and inertial properties, while

each joint could be actuated or passive. Active joints dynamical properties were pa-

rameterized on the basis of CPG oscillator properties (amplitude, frequency, phase),

while passive joints could exert different impedance values. The genetic algorithm

was applied to encode morphological and control parameters in a fixed-length

genome and to evaluate phenotype performances in a physics-based simulation

environment based on the fitness function depending from the distance traveled in

a fixed time-length trial. The evolved robot could show a dynamically stable loco-

motion, with properties of self-regulation and self-stabilization, suggesting that the

evolutionary method of design could be an excellent solution for exploiting passive

dynamics achieving it mainly with appropriate compliance.

In [60] evolutionary computation has been used for automatically design of

robotic structures for achieving locomotion. The design space was made up of

bars, ball joints and linear actuators as building blocks for morphology and artificial

neurons as building blocks of control. Starting with a population of machines that

were composed initially of zero bars and zero neurons, morphology and control co-

evolution was performed in simulation, with fitness determined by its locomotion

ability (net distance of its centre of mass on an infinite half plane) in a simulation

environment supporting quasi-static kinematics. Selected virtual robots with the

fittest performances were then automatically converted into physical objects using
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rapid prototyping technology without human intervention, with standard linear

actuators being subsequently snapped-in and the evolved neural network executed

on a micro-controller to activate the motors. The physical machines faithfully re-

produced their virtual ancestors’ behavior in reality, even though some quantitative

differences between real and virtual worlds were present, due to the limitations of

the accuracy of the friction model used in the simulation.

The application of evolutionary algorithms to the design of machines connected

to the human body requires that a proper biomechanical model of the body is taken

into account, where segments can be modeled as a set of properly linked rigid bod-

ies [61] and kinematic constraints may arise from a deep investigation of the bony

structure [62]. However, the adoption of kinematically accurate kinematic mod-

els of the human body is limited by the necessity of providing a sufficiently fast

simulation environment for fitness evaluation. Optimization algorithms require a

very high (in the order of 106 to 109) number of iterations before producing an opti-

mized results, thus implying a necessary trade-off between an accurate simulation

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the building blocks of the evolvable robots used in [60]. Bars
connect to each other to form arbitrary trusses; by changing the number of bars and the
way they connect, the structural behavior of the truss is modified. Some substructures may
become rigid, while others may become articulated. Neurons connect to each other via
synapses to form arbitrary recurrent neural networks. The behavior of the network can be
modified by changing the synapse weights and the activation threshold of the neuron, or
by changing the number of neurons and their connectivity. No sensors were used in the
study, then no instance of reactive behaviors could be achieved.
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environment and a fast convergence speed of the optimization process.

Concerning the baseline, to the best of the author’s knowledge a co-optimization

approach for designing together the morphology and the control of a wearable

robot has never been taken before.

3.2 Graph-based methodology for the kinematic synthesis

of planar WRs for the lower limbs

The mentioned [60] open-ended design methodologies have the advantage that

they may lead to interesting and unexpected design solutions. However, such kind

of design methods imply that the whole design process is completely demanded

to the tool, which can autonomously decide to switch to a more complex struc-

ture during the optimization phase so to increase the fitness of the best individuals.

These variable parameter space optimization algorithms do not assure that individ-

uals belonging to each interesting family of solutions (i.e. topologies) are evaluated

in the evolutionary design phase.

The approach which is being pursued in this thesis work differs from the one

shown in [60], since it consists of three different sequential stages. A schematization

of the pursued approach is shown in Figure 3.2.

In the first stage a systematic search of all the plausible independent general-

ized kinematic solutions (i.e. topologies) is performed. In the second stage an op-

timization algorithm acting on a fixed number of parameters (which encode both

the mechanics and the control) is used to define the morphology providing the best

performances in terms of some design objectives. In the final stage, the best mor-

phologies produced by the optimization on each topology are compared with each

other, so to define the ”fittest” solution. This approach appears more reliable since

optimization algorithms acting on a fixed parameter space are simpler and with

faster convergence properties. Furthermore, each optimization process is indepen-

dent from the others and can run in parallel on different computers. Additionally,

this approach assures that all interesting generalized solutions (i.e. topologies) are

evaluated before producing the final design. However, this approach requires the
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the methodology developed in the context of this thesis. The
methodology is based on the multi-objective optimization of a fixed number of param-
eters, describing robot morphology (kinematic and dynamical properties) and actuation
laws (torque applied to the robot joints). This optimization strategy requires the a-priori
knowledge of the list of suitable independent solutions (i.e. topologies), which are consid-
ered valid if a certain number of kinematic properties of the set constituted by human and
robot kinematic chains is respected. The generated topologies can be ordered for increasing
complexity (such as number of links and number of DOFs) and the optimization process
can be stopped when satisfactory performances are reached.

a-priori knowledge of the list of independent topologies having the basic desired

kinematic properties (i.e. maximum number of links and of degrees of freedom

(DOFs)) and respecting some basic criteria of kinematic compatibility with the hu-

man body.

The following of this chapter describes a graph-based method for the exhaustive

enumeration of the topologies of planar non-anthropomorphic wearable robotic or-

thoses, which represents the first stage of the design methodology described above.

The method includes two special tests (i.e. the HR-isomorphism test and the HR-

degeneracy test), which have purposively been devised to solve the problem of the

enumeration of wearable robots kinematic structures.

With the developed methodology, it was possible to derive the atlas of all the

possible independent kinematic structures of a planar wearable robotic orthosis

with up to 7 robot links, to assist a human limb modeled as a 4-link/3-joint serial

kinematic chain, satisfying a certain set of basic kinematic requirements.
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3.2.1 Kinematic structure encoding

Initially, an encoding needs to be defined, in order to represent the kinematic

structure of robotic orthoses. Since the aim is obviously to consider in the design

also the mobility of the human limbs connected to the robotic orthosis, the whole

parallel kinematic chain consisting of both robot links and human limbs is con-

sidered. The description of this kinematic chain can be performed at two levels

of abstraction: i) topology, which defines the number of links and the connections

among them and ii) morphology, which instantiates a given topology, adding the

geometrical properties of links and of joints.

3.2.1.1 Topology

Under some reasonable hypotheses [63], many properties of mechanisms kine-

matics, such as the number of degrees of freedom, are entirely determined only

by the topology of the kinematic chain and unaltered by the geometric properties

of its links. At this level of abstraction, the classical analogy between undirected

graphs and kinematic chains, as introduced by [64], can be employed, where graph

vertexes correspond to the links of the chain and edges correspond to the joints. A

graph can then be encoded through the Topology vertex-vertex Adjacency Matrix

(TAM), which is a binary symmetric matrix of order n (where n corresponds to the

number of links) where the element aij equals to 1 if link i and link j are connected

through a joint, and to 0 otherwise (ref. Fig. 3.3).

As a first assumption, it is decided to focus on planar kinematic chains com-

posed of only revolute joints. It is then unnecessary to discriminate between the

kind of joint connecting each link, hence the representation is complete in the de-

scription of kinematic chains topology allowing to convert the problem of kinematic

synthesis into a problem of graphs enumeration.

The mentioned assumption limits the relevance of the methodology for the de-

sign of assistive wearable robots for the lower limbs, since the hip and the ankle

joints have spatial movements. However, it can be noticed that most of the power

of the lower limbs is provided by actuation of movements in the sagittal plane,

which is the dominant plane of motion during human locomotion.
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Figure 3.3: Structural representation (a), graph representation (b) and TAM (c) of a six links
kinematic chain. Link 1 is filled in black since it is mechanical ground.

The described representation is then complete in the description of kinematic

chains topology and allows converting the problem of kinematic synthesis into a

problem of graphs enumeration. However, as it will be more extensively discussed

further, the relation between a kinematic structure and a matrix of adjacencies is a

one-to-many relation. The same kinematic structure can indeed be achieved by a

different matrix of adjacencies (and graph), by just re-labeling links numbers. This

implies that any enumeration process based on a matrix-of-adjacencies based rep-

resentation implies the need for an explicit isomorphism test to assess the real in-

dependence of any couple of solutions.

3.2.1.2 Morphology

The previously described representation for the topology of the kinematic chain

can be adapted also for describing robot morphology, which gives details on the

geometrical properties of links and is necessary to evaluate the possible kinematic

configurations of the chain. We restrict our focus on planar kinematic chains con-

taining only revolute joints. Then, the only necessary information to define robot
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morphology is the position of joints in a particular configuration. In such a way a bi-

nary link is represented by a bar jointed at its extremities, a ternary link by a triangle

jointed at its vertices and so on. Under these assumptions we only need to modify

the adjacency matrix by adding the information concerning joints coordinates. This

can be done by introducing the Morphology Adjacency Matrix (MAM), which is

a square matrix of order n containing x-coordinates of joints (if any) in its strictly

upper-triangular part and y-coordinates of joints in its strictly lower-triangular part.

A “null” value is inserted in the indexes where the TAM contains zeroes, to avoid

confusion between the absence of a joint and the superposition of one joint to the x

or y axis of the reference frame.

The knowledge of joints position relative to the ground in a given pose of the

structure is sufficient to completely define the kinematic properties of the whole

structure. However, since the evaluation of each structure will not be based on a

quasi-static purely kinematic simulation environment, but on a dynamical one, it

is important to provide also all the relevant parameters which are significant to the

definition of robot morphology. Other than the kinematic parameters, every link

needs to be provided with some dynamical parameters in terms of mass, position

of the center of mass and moment of inertia calculated with respect to the center of

mass.

The previously cited restriction of the methodology to only consider planar

kinematic chains significantly reduces the number of parameters which are required

to fully define a link’s morphology. The moment of inertia tensor reduces from 6

parameters to only one, representing the moment of inertia relative to the rotation

of the link around an axis passing through its center of mass, normal to the sagittal

plane where the kinematic chain moves. Some basic structural assessments have

been derived [65] so to find the minimum values of links mass for a binary link of a

given length. Such parameters can be included in the definition of the parameters

boundaries. However, links mass need not to be restricted to the minimum value

admissible from structural assessments considered, and then needs to be included

as a open parameter which is to be defined during the optimization phase.

For what it concerns the position of the center of mass, it does not necessarily
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fall into the same position of the centroid defined by joints position. Since the aim

is to provide some desired intrinsic dynamical properties to the robotic structure,

it is instead desirable that the optimization can exploit advantages coming from

a non-obvious mass distribution. Then, the position of the center of mass can be

defined on the basis of a polar representation, relative to the centroid defined by

joints positions.

Additionally, the calculation of the moment of inertia can be performed based

on the concept of radius of gyration rg, which for planar links of mass m is such that

the moment of inertia Ig is given by the following equation:

Ig = m · r2
g. (3.1)

The radius of gyration has the dimensions of a length and can give a more in-

tuitive description of the inertial properties of a planar shape, for example with

respect to a circumference of negligible width with a radius R, where rg=R. Bound-

aries on the values of the radius of gyration can be provided on the basis of kine-

matic features, such as joints positions, by setting as a minimum value a percentage

of the biggest distance between joints. In particular, the boundaries for Ig were in-

directly defined, by setting extremal conditions for rg. Since it was decided not to

consider the possibility of generating structures whose centre of mass is not coin-

cident with the centroid of the convex hull defined by the position of the joints of

each link a reasonable approach would be to calculate the moment of inertia by re-

ferring to the average and maximum distance between the different joints and the

link centroid. Two extremal values for rg,min and rg,max can then be defined as:

rg,min =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

r1 (3.2)

rg,max = max(ri), (3.3)

where ri is the distance between the ith joint and llink centroid. Fig. 3.4 shows

two possible implementations of a binary link.

Conceptually similar procedures can be derived for defining boundaries for

links with a higher order such as ternary or quaternary links. A sketch showing
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Encoding the morphology of binary links (a) Binary link with a symmetric
mass distribution; in this case link center of mass coincides with the centroid defined by
the positions of joints A and B (b) Binary link, with an asymmetric distribution of center
of mass, in this case the two parameters ρ and θ define the position of the center of mass
relative to the link centroid. A similar representation can be provided for the inertia gyrator
rg.

Figure 3.5: Encoding the morphology of ternary links (a) Ternary link with a symmetric
mass distribution; in this case link center of mass coincides with the centroid defined by the
positions of joints A, B and C. (b) Ternary link, with an asymmetric distribution of center
of mass, in this case the two parameters ρ and θ define the position of the center of mass
relative to the link centroid. A similar representation can be provided for the inertia gyrator
rg. (c) An arbitrary situation in which a planar ternary link has non coincident centroid and
center of mass; in this case a given value of rg can be obtained by varying link shape.

possible implementations of ternary links and their representation is provided in

Fig. 3.5.
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3.2.2 A preliminary step: minimum number of links and joints for

given degree of mobility

A preliminary estimation is carried out to derive the minimal number of links

and joints which are consistent with the goal of providing a certain number of de-

grees of mobility. The relevant parameters considered for the mobility of this kine-

matic structure are the total number of degrees of freedom and the total number of

independent subchains.

The kinematic structure has to preserve the range of motion of each human ar-

ticulation, which is supported/assisted by the robot. For this reason the minimum

number of degrees of freedom of the whole kinematic structure is three, one for

each of the human joints addressed. More DOFs could enable a better adaptation to

the human body, and the achievement of better dynamical properties of the robotic

structure, with a consequent increase in the complexity of the mechanical struc-

ture. Since we want to investigate only robot kinematic chains constituting parallel

chains when attached to the human body (as suggested in [41], we can borrow from

graph theory the concept of number of independent circuits (Lind) of a graph (with

e edges and v vertexes), which is given by Euler’s formula:

Lind = e− v + 1 (3.4)

Using this formalism we can conclude that we are interested in closed kinematic

chains, whose corresponding graphs are such that Lind ≥ 1. We finally need to eval-

uate the mobility of the structure. We assume that Kutzbach-Grubler’s criterion is

adequate to determine the number of degrees of freedom of the resulting kinematic

chain consisting of both robot and human links. By neglecting skin deformations at

the exoskeleton attachments points, for a given planar kinematic chain with n links

and with f (independent) 1 DOF joints, the total number of degrees of freedom

(DOFs) is given by Kutzbach’s formula [66]:

DOFs = 3 · (n− 1)− 2 · f (3.5)

This formula can be used to derive the following table, which has as inputs the
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number of robot links (from 2 to 10) and joints which are attached to the human

limbs model (4 links and 3 joints) and as output the number of independent circuits

and of DOFs in the structure. Rows in red represent kinematic chains with insuffi-

cient mobility (DOFs ≤ 3), while combinations representing serial kinematic chains

(Lind ≤ 1) are not reported. In order to be able to control each degree of freedom

of the robot one more condition needs to be satisfied, i.e. that the number of robot

joints is higher or equal to the total number of DOFs of the structure. The table

reports only combinations satisfying also this last condition.

It can be noticed that the minimum number of robot links, which are necessary

for a wearable robot satisfying the given properties, is two. The resulting kinematic

chain is the simplest one, which can be obtained by modifying the graph reported

in by connecting with a revolute joint links 5 and 6. The structural representation of

such configuration is shown in Fig. 3.6. This configuration presents 3 robot joints

and only two attachments sites with human limbs, one at the pelvis and one at the

foot. It is theoretically possible to control each one of the three degrees of freedom

of the structure by adding a rotary actuator in each one of the revolute joints of the

robot structure.

At this stage it is useful to recall the design goals for ideal human-robot inter-

action proposed in [41]. According to these principles, a wearable robot should be

designed to explicitly not imitate the kinematic structure of a human limb, to avoid

the necessity of precise manual alignment between the axes of human and robot

joints. Furthermore, it is reported that robotic devices must be able to activate each

single joint, to induce exact ergonomic movements in a patient and that actuators

are placed such that each natural degree of freedom of the human limb can be agi-

tated with a single or a specified set of actuators. In the above- described example,

the concurrent dynamical action of all three actuators is necessary to specify the

status of the system, and it is not possible to identify a correspondence between the

action of one actuator and the resulting action on one human joint.

This can lead to difficulties in accurately controlling the dynamics of single hu-

man joints. This issue can be overcome by considering only kinematic chains with

a higher number of independent circuits, starting from those satisfying the condi-
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Table 3.1: Number of DOFs of the kinematic structure comprising both human segments
and robot links, for the case of a wearable robots for the lower limbs (Human segments=4
(torso, shank, thigh, foot), as a function of the number of robot links and joints added. Red
background is for conditions with insufficient mobility (DOFs < 3), green background is
for assemblies fulfilling both the constraint on DOFs (DOFs ≥ 3), and the constraint on the
minimum number of independent loops (subchains): Lind ≥ 3
.

Robot links Robot joints Total links Total joints Lind DOFs
2 3 6 6 1 3
2 4 6 7 2 1
3 4 7 7 1 4
3 5 7 8 2 2
4 5 8 8 1 5
4 6 8 9 2 3
4 7 8 10 3 1
5 6 9 9 1 6
5 7 9 10 2 4
5 8 9 11 3 2
6 7 10 10 1 7
6 8 10 11 2 5
6 9 10 12 3 3
6 10 10 13 4 1
7 8 11 11 1 8
7 9 11 12 2 6
7 10 11 13 3 4
7 11 11 14 4 2
8 9 12 12 1 9
8 10 12 13 2 7
8 11 12 14 3 5
8 12 12 15 4 3
8 13 12 16 5 1
9 10 13 13 1 10
9 11 13 14 2 8
9 12 13 15 3 6
9 13 13 16 4 4
9 14 13 17 5 2
10 11 14 14 1 11
10 12 14 15 2 9
10 13 14 16 3 7
10 14 14 17 4 5
10 15 14 18 5 3
10 16 14 19 6 1
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Figure 3.6: Minimal set of links and joints for a wearable robot for the lower limbs assisting
the hip, knee and ankle joint. Wearable robot joints and links are in red, attached to a planar
model of segments relevant to human walking in the sagittal plane (in black). Links and
joints which are not indispensable following the criterion of defining the pose of the lower
limb are reported in blue.

tion Lind ≥ DOFs. These combinations are highlighted in green in Table 3.1, where

we see that the minimum number of robots links to be added in the structure is 6,

for a total number of 9 robot joints, 3 of which need to be actuated. The simplest

kinematic structure corresponding to this configuration is reported in its structural

and graph representation in Fig. 3.7.

3.2.3 Enumeration of kinematic chains

After making considerations on the number of additional links and joints pro-

vided by the structure, the problem is to derive a methodology which allows to

explore all possible assortments of the given number of links and joints which pro-

vide a certain desired degree of mobility to the human+robot system. To this aim,

the systematic enumeration of the whole set of independent kinematic solutions for

the design of a robotic orthosis which can assist the movements of human limbs is

provided in this section. The approach is presented for the case of a lower limb,

which is schematized here as a serial kinematic chain composed of four links and

three joints.
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Table 3.2: Parameters of the enumeration algorithm

Robot Total Indep. Total Fixed Add. Open Comb. no. Total Reduction
links links DOFs loops joints joints joints pars (used method) comb. ratio

(r) (n) ( f ) (e) (l) (l
e) (2l ) (%)

4 8 3 2 9 7 2 6 15 64 76.56
5 9 4 2 10 7 3 14 364 1.64·104 97.78
6 10 3 3 12 7 5 23 3.4 · 104 8.4·106 99.60
6 10 5 2 11 7 4 23 8.9 · 103 8.4·106 99.89
7 11 4 3 13 7 6 33 1.11 · 106 8.6·109 99.99

The problem is graphically represented in Fig. 3.8, where the structural repre-

sentation, the graph representation and the corresponding TAM are reported. The

process of enumerating kinematic chains consists of three successive steps: (A) enu-

meration of graphs with the desired mobility, (B) degeneracy testing, (C) isomorphism de-

tection. These steps will be described separately in the following paragraphs.

3.2.3.1 Enumeration of kinematic chains with the desired mobility

Without loss of generality, each kinematic solution is represented by a graph

with h + r vertexes, where h corresponds to the number of body segments (4 in our

case) and r corresponds to the number of robot links. A number of constraints need

to be defined so to particularize the approach to the situation of a wearable robot. It

is worth noting, however, that this approach can be implemented for each schema-

Figure 3.7: Minimal structure allowing the independent control of hip, knee and ankle
joints, with 3 DOFs and 3 independent circuits.
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Figure 3.8: Structural representation (A), generalized TAM (B) and graph representation
(C) of the problem of structural synthesis of robotic orthoses for a planar wearable robot
for the lower limbs. Human articulations and segments are in blue, while robot links and
joints are in red. In the adjacency matrix, the blue color is used to represent entries which
describe the connectivity of human limbs (condition (1) in paragraph IIIA), while the red
color represents fixed entries provided by condition (2), paragraph IIIA.

tization of a biological limb as a planar, serial chain, composed only of revolute

joints.

The following general kinematic constraints are imposed in the design

1. the number of DOF of the whole structure (comprising jointly human seg-

ments and robot links) is comprised between 3 and 5 DOFs;

2. the robot structure must not impose unnatural constraints between one hu-

man joint and another one.
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Specifically, the following assumptions are made:

1. links 1 (trunk), 2 (thigh), 3 (shank) and 4 (foot) compose the serial kinematic

chain of the human limb supported by the wearable robot;

2. links 5, 6, 7 and 8 are by construction connected to the body segments. The

necessity of providing assistance to each human joint implies that each body

segment needs to be connected to a robot link. Additionally, each robot link

connected to a body segment cannot be attached to another body segment not

to reduce mobility of human joints (this would constitute a HR-degenerate

subchain (see corresponding paragraph).

The complete list of independent kinematic solutions can be obtained from the

basic TAM shown in Fig. 3.8(c). Any topology can be encoded by a binary string of

length l, where

l = h · (r− h) +
r(r− 1)

2
. (3.6)

However, not any combination of parameters is adequate, since we are inter-

ested only in kinematic chains with a given number of DOFs, i.e. 3, 4 and 5.

Equation 3.5 implies that given any number of links, the kinematic chain can

contain only a fixed number of joints. Since each joint between links i and j corre-

sponds to a 1 in the (i, j) position of the corresponding TAM, the problem of enu-

meration of all topologies with a desired mobility is converted into the problem of

exhaustively listing the binary strings of length l, with a fixed number of ones (e, as

shown by Table 3.2).

This problem can be solved by considering all the possible (l
e)combinations of

the l integers from 1 to l taken e at a time and using those combinations as suitable

locations where “1” values are to be inserted in the binary string which encodes

the TAM. This method implies a significant reduction (up to 99,99%) of the number

of TAMs to be generated when comparing it to the “brute-force” approach where

all 2l combinations are enumerated. Table 3.2 shows that the number e of addi-

tional joints to be added in the kinematic structure takes into account that the basic

structure implies the presence of a given set of joints (corresponding to the human
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articulations and to the connections with the basic set of robot links shown in Fig.

3.8).

After matrices enumeration, links connectivity is evaluated. The order of link

i is defined as the number of joints in which link i participates. It can be easily

calculated from the TAMs by summing elements in the ith row:

orderi =
n

∑
k=1

aik (3.7)

Since only closed kinematic chains are addressed by this enumeration, solutions

including links with order lower than 2 must be discarded. Moreover, the upper

bound for the order of any link must satisfy the inequality: max(orderi) ≤ L + 1,

where L represents the maximum number of independent loops.

Since the robotic structure is applied in parallel to three human joints the maxi-

mum order of robot links is set to 4.

3.2.3.2 Degeneracy and HR-degeneracy tests

A further selection over the list of enumerated topologies is performed, in order

to filter out the kinematic chains which:

• contain rigid or over-constrained subchains;

• correspond to disconnected graphs (i.e. not all graphs vertices are connected

by a path);

• impair the simultaneous motion of human joints;

A standard degenerate testing algorithm has been implemented to recognize

and discard rigid subchains (such as 3 links-3 joints and 5 links-6 joints subchains).

Degenerate kinematic chains (i.e. those which contain at least one subchain with

zero or negative DOFs according to Kutzbach formula, such as 3 links-3 joints and

5 links-6 joints subchains) are then eliminated.

Additionally, disconnected mechanisms (i.e. such that there is not a path con-

necting each couple of vertices of the corresponding graph) are eliminated with a
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Figure 3.9: HR-degenerate topologies. In A, two adjacent human segments are constrained
in a 1-DOF subchain. In B, three adjacent human segments are constrained in a 2-DOF
subchain. In 3, all possible assortments of two adjacent human segments involved in a 6
links, 1 DOF subchain are shown.

purposively developed algorithm, which verifies the existence of a path between

each couple of vertices.

Furthermore, an additional test was introduced so to exclude those solutions

where a subset of p human joints is part of subchain with less than p DOFs. In this

case the robot would impair human movements by imposing unnatural kinematic

constraints, violating the second kinematic requirement reported above. This test is

called HR-degeneracy test (Human-Robot degeneracy test) since it applies to kinematic

chains including both human and robot structures. The test is performed by recog-

nizing the presence of subchains where two adjacent human joints are constrained

in a 1-DOF subchain (Fig. 3.9(A) and (C)) or where all three adjacent human joints

are constrained in a 2-DOFs subchain (Fig. 3.9(B)). The exhaustive list of such HR-

degenerate primitives (reported in Fig. 3.9 could be retrieved from standard atlases

of kinematic chains [67] and was re-obtained in a previous work concerning the

enumeration of orthoses for a 1-DOF human joint [68].

3.2.4 HR-isomorphism test

Since the chosen method is based on the enumeration of suitable matrices of

adjacencies, an explicit isomorphism test is mandatory.

Two kinematic chains K1 and K2 are said to be isomorphic if there exists a one-to-

one correspondence between links of K1 and K2 such that any pair of links of K1 are

jointed if and only if the corresponding pair of links of K2 are jointed. This means

that from the graph corresponding to K1 one can obtain the graph corresponding
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to K2 by only relabeling link numbers. Many attempts have been proposed to find

an accurate and computationally efficient test for detecting isomorphisms. Most

computationally efficient methods (as that described in [69]) move around the ob-

stacle of explicit isomorphism detection between pairs of kinematic chains. They

are based on group theory applied to graphs and exhaustively generate isomorph-

free classes of graphs. These methods would give the exhaustive list of all non-

isomorphic graphs and produce as output only one graph for each homomorphic

group of graphs. Unfortunately, they are not directly applicable to the described

problem since they do not take into consideration the constraints indicated in sec-

tion IIIA and would not assure that a valid topology (i.e. a topology which respects

the constraints imposed in section IIIA) would be obtained, requiring a re-labeling

of the obtained graphs and the application of the whole set of inversions of the four

serially connected body segments.

For these reasons the method of progressive enumeration of kinematic chains

has been adopted. This method is not computationally efficient, but it produces

only valid kinematic chains. However, the chosen method implies the need for

an isomorphism detection algorithm to avoid the generation of two kinematically

identical solutions.

A function defined on a kinematic chain is called an index of isomorphism if any

given pair of kinematic chains is isomorphic if and only if the corresponding val-

ues of the function are identical. The methods for isomorphism detection can be

classified into spectral methods and canonical code-based methods [70]. Spectral

methods are based on the evaluation of the characteristic polynomial, eigenvalues

and eigenvectors of TAM (i.e. properties of their spectrum). Since algorithms used

for finding spectral properties can be solved in polynomial time, finding an index

of isomorphism based on the spectral properties of matrices of adjacencies implies

finding a polynomial-time algorithm for solving the isomorphism problem. Con-

versely, in canonical code-based methods a unique code is assigned to a kinematic

chain, hence there is a unique way of representing it through a TAM. Checking

two given kinematic chains for isomorphism reduces to checking the corresponding

canonical codes for equality and the canonical code can be an index of isomorphism.
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Methods belonging to this family are more reliable but may require an exponential

time for creating the canonical code.

The index of isomorphism used in the present work is the characteristic polyno-

mial of the Extended Adjacency Matrix (EAM) A(d) of order d, as also suggested

in [70], which can be obtained from a TAM (A, of elements aij), by employing the

following formula:

A(d) =


sd(−a1) a12 ... a1n

a21 sd(−a2) ... a2n

... ... ... ...

an1 an2 ... sd(−an)

 (3.8)

where the vector ai = (ai1, ai2, ..., ain) contains elements of the ith row and sd is the

elementary symmetric polinomial of order d in the n variables of vector a, defined

as:

s0(a) = 0

s1(a) = ∑i ai
...

sk(a) = ∑j1<j2<···<jk aj1 aj2 · · · ajk

(3.9)

Said poly(j)
i the vector containing the normalized coefficients of the characteris-

tic polynomial of matrix A(j)
i , our test of isomorphism is such that two matrices A1

and A2 are isomorphic if each of the three equations in (3.10) are verified.

poly(j)
1 = poly(j)

2 , for j = 0, 1, 2 (3.10)

In [70] it is demonstrated that the simultaneous evaluation of the characteristic

polynomial of both A(0), A(1) and A(2) has a reliability of 100% for kinematic chains

consisting of up to 11 links.

For this reason this technique for isomorphism detection has been employed,

being a very good compromise between reliability and computational efficiency

(since it requires a polynomial time for assessing isomorphism).

However, when applying the isomorphism test to kinematic chains including

both human segments and robot links, any isomorphism test produces false-positives
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Figure 3.10: Two isomorphic but not HR-isomorphic solutions. The permutation which
maps K1 into K2 is given by the permutation vector [1 2 3 7 5 6 4 9 8]. This permutation
maps link 4 (i.e. foot) into robot link 7. It can be noticed that local kinematic properties
around each human joint (for example DOFs of the subchain including each human joint)
are different.

because robot and human links would be treated the same way. A false positive

happens any time the permutation, which maps one graph into the other, affects

any of the human joints. From robot design perspective, such solutions correspond

to actual different wearable robots topologies and must not be discarded. An ex-

ample of two isomorphic but not HR-isomorphic solutions is shown in Fig. 3.10.

To recognize such kind of solutions, a modified version of the isomorphism test

has been introduced, the HR-isomorphism test (since it applies to kinematic chain

including both human and robot structures). This test is described in the flow-

chart shown in Fig. 3.11 and basically consists on assessing, after a classical charac-

teristic polynomial-based isomorphism test, whether one of the permutations padm

contained in a properly defined set Padm is responsible for mapping one kinematic

chain into another. Every permutation vector contained in the Padm set is of the form

padm(i)=[1 2 3 4 permsi(5:n)], where the function permsi provides the ith element of
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Figure 3.11: Flow chart of the HR-isomorphism test algorithm. The set Padm contains the
r! permutations which only act on subgraphs including robot links. They are all defined
by a permutation vector of the form p(i)=[1 2 3 4 permsi(5:n)], where the function permsi
provides the ith element of the set of permutations of the elements in the input array. These
permutations are needed so to verify if one of the permutations in Padm is responsible for
mapping K1 into K2 thus assessing the HR-isomorphism between K1 and K2.

the set of permutations of the elements in the input array.

3.3 Results

The described algorithm has been implemented in MATLAB (The MathWorks,

Inc.) and allowed to obtain the complete list of topologies describing the kine-
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matic chains which consist of both human segments (a serial 4-link, 3-joint kine-

matic chain) and robot links. We limited our search to the space of robot kinematic

chains with up to 7 links, since we expect that a robot with more links would result

in a too complex and heavy system. Since in the enumeration process also human

kinematic chain is taken into account, the highest order of generated graphs for the

case of lower limbs wearable robots is nMAX = 11.

3.3.1 Orthosis for a 1-DOF human joint

Preliminarily, the enumeration method has been applied to the simplest case,

which consists of an orthosis for supporting a 1-DOF human joint. In this case,

there is no reason to make a distinction between human segments and robot links,

then the HR-isomorphism test does not need to be taken into account. Additionally,

since there are no multiple human joints involved in the design, the HR-degeneracy

tests is also expected not to provide any additional insights in the enumeration

problem. In other words, it is expected to re-obtain the same results obtained in the

general case of mechanism enumeration. The results of the enumeration process are

reported in Table 3.3 and are coherent with the results obtained for the general case

of mechanism enumeration [63], thus confirming the completeness and technical

soundness of the chosen approach.

3.3.2 Four robot links

The simplest solution respecting the constraints defined in section 3.1 is com-

posed of the basic set of 4 robot links, one for each body segment. In order to obtain

a structure with 3 DOFs, two additional joints must be added to the basic configu-

ration shown in Fig. 3.8. The two additional joints must involve each of the added

robot links, so to avoid the presence of serial chains. Each of the added joint causes

the generation of one independent loop. This implies a total number of 2 indepen-

dent loops in the kinematic chain, which does not allow the robot to independently

actuate each of the three human joints. Two independent solutions were found, as

listed in Table 3.4, and shown in Fig. 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: The two possible topologies with four robot links.

3.3.3 Five robot links

In this case the design implies the addition of 1 robot link and 3 joints to the basic

kinematic structure shown in Fig. 3.8. The resulting kinematic chain has only 2

independent loops, and the total number of DOFs is 4. Four independent solutions

exist, two of which are isomorphic but not HR-isomorphic (see Fig. 3.13 (c) and (d)).

3.3.4 Six robot links

The addition of two robot links to the basic kinematic structure shown in Fig.

3.8 implies the possibility of having a structure with either 3 or 5 DOFs (adding

five or four joints respectively). In the case of 3 DOFs, 293 independent solutions

Table 3.3: Enumeration of kinematic structures for a planar orthosis assisting a 1-
DOF human joint

Number of links DOFs Independent topologies
(human + robot)

4 1 1
5 2 1
6 1 2
6 3 1
7 4 1
7 2 4
8 5 1
8 3 7
8 1 16
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exist, while in the case of 5 DOFs, the number of solutions reduces to 6. In the

case of 3 DOFs, there are 3 independent loops, while in the case of 5 DOFs only

2 independent loops are present, which excludes the possibility of independently

controlling the motion of each human joint.

3.3.5 Seven robot links

In this case 3 robot links and 6 joints are added, and the compound kinematic

chain has a total of 4 DOFs, with 3 independent loops, making it possible to inde-

pendently control motion of each human articulation. The number of independent

enumerated kinematic solutions is 754, as summarized in Table 3.4. The complete

list of plausible topologies can be downloaded from the web page linked in the first

page.

3.4 Particularization to a hip-knee orthosis

In the context of a collaborative research project funded by the EC commission,

the Evryon project [71], the described approach has been particularized to the case

of the design of a hip-knee orthosis. This was due to the fact that the problem de-

scribed in the previous section, the design of a full exoskeleton for the lower body

had a large possible number of solutions (a number of 293 topologies needed to

be investigated for the minimal configuration respecting both the constraint on the

number of DOFs and the constraint on the number of independent loops), which

Table 3.4: Enumeration of independent topologies for wearable robots for the lower
limbs

Number of links DOFs Independent topologies
(human + robot)

8 3 2
9 4 4
10 3 293
10 5 6
11 4 754
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Figure 3.13: Possible topologies including five robot links. In (c) and (d) two isomorphic
but not HR-isomorphic solutions are shown. The corresponding permutation is defined
by the permutation vector [4 3 2 1 8 7 6 5 9], which basically implies wearing the same
robot structure bottom-up. However the two structures are independent from the wearer’s
standpoint since they impose different kinematic constraints on human joints.

was not possible to exhaustively explore in a simulation-based optimization envi-

ronment due to the strict timeline of that specific project.

The same steps used for the enumeration of the planar lower body wearable

robot could be followed for this new enumeration problem. First the estimation of

the minimum number of robot links suitable to provide an adequate mobility to the

human+robot kinematic chain is conducted, and its results are shown in Table 3.5.

The problem is graphically represented in Fig. 3.14, where the usual represen-

tations are reported.

Table 3.5: Number of DOFs of the kinematic structure comprising both human segments
and robot links, for the case of a wearable orthosis to support the hip and the knee joints
(Human segments=3 (torso, shank, thigh), as a function of the number of robot links and
joints added. Red background is for conditions with insufficient mobility (DOFs < 2),
green background is for assemblies fulfilling both the constraint on DOFs (DOFs ≥ 2), and
the constraint on the minimum number of independent loops (subchains): Lind ≥ 2.

Robot links Robot joints Total links Total joints Lind DOFs
3 4 6 6 1 3
3 5 6 7 2 1
4 5 7 7 1 4
4 6 7 8 2 2
4 7 7 9 3 0
5 6 8 8 1 5
5 7 8 9 2 3
5 8 8 10 3 1
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Figure 3.14: Structural representation (A), generalized TAM (B) and graph representation
(C) of the problem of structural synthesis of robotic orthoses assisting the hip and knee Flex-
ion/Extension in the sagittal plane. Human articulations and segments are in blue, while
robot links and joints are in red. In the adjacency matrix, the blue color is used to represent
entries which describe the connectivity of human limbs (condition (1) in paragraph IIIA),
while the red color represents fixed entries of connectivity between robot links or between
robot and human links so to avoid situations where one of the human joints is constrained.

The application of the previously described set of functions for the: (i) genera-

tion of the set of admissible topologies based on the missing entries shown in Fig.

3.14 b; (ii) elimination of serial, bio-isomorphic and bio-degenerate solutions lead

to the results summarized in Table 3.7, which comprises the cases of four and five

robot links, selected from the lines shown in green in Table 3.5. The first configu-

ration is the minimal one verifying the basic constraints imposed on the number of

DOFs and on the number of independent loops in the kinematic chain. The second

situation, including 5 robot links and 8 additional joints, allows instead to evalu-
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Table 3.6: Parameters of the enumeration algorithm, for a hip-knee orthosis

Robot Total Indep. Total Fixed Add. Open Comb. no. Total Reduction
links links DOFs loops joints joints joints pars (used method) comb. ratio

(r) (n) ( f ) (e) (l) (l
e) (2l ) (%)

4 7 2 2 8 5 3 9 84 512 83.59
5 8 3 2 9 5 4 16 1820 65536 97.22

ate the possible improvements provided by introducing one redundant DOF in the

kinematic structure of the wearable robot, compared to the number of supported

human DOFs. Table 3.6 describes the cardinality of the number of generated solu-

tions, which need to be successively filtered using the described criteria.

In Fig. 3.16 the 10 topologies are reported in their graph representation, while

Fig. ?? shows arbitrarily defined morphologies, each of them corresponding to one

topology.

3.5 Independent coordinates of the generated solutions

The atlas containing the set of admissible topologies is sufficient to implement

a kinematic-based optimization to derive the fittest morphology in terms of some

kinematic or kineto-static set of pararmeters. However, the kinematics of a robot is

determined by actuators. In the described case, the choice of using only revolute

Table 3.7: Number of topologies generated and filtered for bio-isomorphism and
for bio-degeneracy for the case of hip and knee orthosis

4 robot links 5 robot links
2 DOFs 3 DOFs

Total combinations
84 1820

(l
e)

Filtered including
13 54

only closed chains
Filtered including

10 22
only not bio-isomorphic

Filtered including
10 22

only not bio-degeneracy
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Figure 3.15: Atlas of topologies with 4 robot links, 2 DOFs, for the design of a planar
orthosis assisting the hip and the knee Flexion/Extension. The same labeling scheme used
in Fig. 3.14b is followed: (torso=link 1, thigh= link 2, shank= link 3); link 4 to 7 are robot
links.

joints constrains the design to revolute actuators, co-located with one of the robot

joints in the kinematic structures enumerated. However, all enumerated topologies

are parallel chains, which imply that the number of joints is higher than the number

of DOFs of the structure. It is then necessary to specify which joints to actuate. It

is then necessary to specify which joints are actuated and which are instead not.

Referring to the topologies enumerated for the case of 4 robot links and 2 DOFs

(see Fig. 3.16, since the structure has a total of 2 DOFs, 2 actuators are required to

determine the pose of the structure. Since the number of robot links in the solutions

is equal to 5, the number of possible couples of actuator which need to be applied

so to control the motion of the structure is given by (6
2)= 15.

However, not every one of the ten couples of actuators is able to completely

determine the posture of both hip and knee joints. For example, topology no. 2

is composed of two distinct four bar subchains sharing the thigh segment. Each

of these subchains has one DOF, contributing to the correct total of 2 DOFs for the

whole structure comprising both human and robot links. However, the application

of two actuators in two joints belonging to the same subchain (e.g. the one including
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Figure 3.16: Structural representations of morphologies with 4 robot links, 2 DOFs, for
the design of a planar orthosis assisting the hip and the knee Flexion/Extension, arbitrarily
derived from the atlas shown in Fig. 3.16. In these pictures the same labeling scheme used
in Fig. 3.14b is followed: (torso=link 1, thigh= link 2, shank= link 3); link 4 to 7 are robot
links. Attachments with human joints are shown in orange, joints between two robot joints
are in green.

the hip joint) would imply the impossibility of defining the pose of the other human

articulation (in the given example the knee). In other terms, not every couple of

joints is an independent coordinate for the kinematic function which maps the input

angles with the hip and knee angles. This fact could just be not considered and a

variable defining the id (index) of each of the ten couples of actuators used to locate

the actuators for each optimization run. However, since the time for evaluating the

fitness function is normally very high in optimization algorithms such as genetic

algorithms and PSO algorithms, the computational benefits introduced by having

the set of couples of actuators for each topology reduced at minimum are very high;

for this reason they were calculated beforehand for each of the topologies.

The criterion is to prune the couples of actuators which are not co-located with

joints defining independent coordinates. An algorithm was developed which among
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Figure 3.17: Independent coordinates of the topologies obtained for the design of the hip
and knee orthosis. Topology IDs are coherent with the graphs shown in Fig. 3.16.

the whole set of 15 admissible couples of robot joints iteratively reduces the links

participating in each single joint to a unique link. Then, the mobility analysis is per-

formed using Gruebler’s formula. Valid systems are those which after doing two of

the described reductions have exactly 0 DOFs left.

The plot in Fig. 3.17 shows the results obtained with such algorithm, which can

be verified by visual inspection. A reduction of the 40% of the total number of joints

couples is achieved for topology number 2 (case of maximum reduction), while for

six topologies the reduction is of the 20% (12 valid possible choices of independent

coordinates out of a total of 15). For three topologies, no reduction on the number

of couples of independent coordinates is possible.
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Part II

Rehabilitation robots for the upper

limbs
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Chapter 4

Design and evaluation of a novel

actuation architecture for upper

extremity neurorehabilitation

The second part of this thesis focuses on robotics for post stroke neurorehabilitation

for the upper extremity. Currently existing rehabilitation techniques use movement ther-

apy as a tool to promote and strengthen neural plasticity, which is widely considered to

be the biological basis underlying the process of recovery. In this perspective, robots pro-

vide an ideal platform for objective, reproducible, continuous measurement, control and

delivery of movement therapy, and are increasingly being used in this context. However,

two factors limit the widespread diffusion of such technology in everyday contexts.

On the one hand, the cost of the first commercially available machines is influenced

by the necessity of developing components with a very high mechanical efficiency to

guarantee back-driveability and safety in the reversed action mode. This chapter provides

the description of the design and of the evaluation of a system including a novel actuation

architecture which guarantees a safe and transparent interaction with a simplified and

low cost mechanical structure.

On the other hand, many details on the relations between movement therapy, neural

plasticity and recovery of motor function after stroke are still largely unknown. This poses

substantial difficulties in the definition of a ”golden standard” for movement therapy. The
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conjunction of robotics technology and brain imaging techniques is potentially a powerful

tool to systematically investigate and separate the factors influencing the process of

recovery of motor function. In the next chapter, a pilot study conducted to validate

the design of an fMRI compatible robotic device, to investigate the neural correlates of

motor recovery through robot-mediated rehabilitation therapy after stroke is described.

4.1 Stroke, movement therapy and robotics

Stroke is a growing social problem in the most developed countries all over

the world. According to [72], its incidence could grow to become soon the most

common cause of death in the well developed world.

In the United States of America, stroke is the third leading cause of death and

the leading cause of long-term or permanent disability. Each year about 795,000

people experience a new or recurrent stroke, 50% of them are left with a residual

motor deficit. The estimated direct and indirect social cost of stroke amounts to 73.7

billion for 2010 only for US. Currently, a total of 6,400,000 stroke survivors live in

the Unites States, accounting for 2,9% of the population more than 20 years old [73].

A common effect of this traumatic neurovascular injury is the loss of voluntary arm

movement, with approximately 85 percent of stroke patients incurring acute arm

impairment and 40 percent chronic impairment.

No ”magic pill” exists for motor rehabilitation after stroke [74]. It is commonly

accepted that the process of motor recovery after brain injuries is mainly deter-

mined by the biological phenomenon of neural plasticity. However, the contribu-

tion of some kind of motor activity to promote the phenomenon of neural plasticity

has been disputed for a long time. Thus, it has been difficult to demonstrate con-

vincingly the value of motor therapy for rehabilitation of motor function after neu-

rologic injury. This is due to the fact that spontaneous recovery is occurring while

therapy is delivered to patients, and the therapy ethically cannot be withheld from

patients to allow for a controlled trial. Additionally, the compromise between vari-

ability of initial conditions and practically recruitable number of sample subjects

in experimental studies implies that multisite assessment studies are necessary to

validate the outcome of one therapy versus another.
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However, animal studies on rats and squirrel monkeys provide evidence that

active practice is critical to the recovery process [75, 76].

In clinical trials with moderately or mildly impaired human stroke participants,

there is evidence that simple repetitive exercise may be superior to other types of

therapy. Although the link between restoration of cortical maps and functional

recovery is not entirely clear, it is likely that reestablishment of cortical maps for

muscle activation is an important component of functional recovery.

In summary, the neurophysiological assumptions for the use of motor therapy

in the stroke recovery process can be described as follows:

• Stroke recovery probably depends on neuroplasticity;

• Motor activity has an effect of promoting neural plasticity process;

• The stroke recovery process seems to exhibit the property of specificity, i.e.

the benefits conferred to the not treated limbs are weak;

• The process of motor recovery has some common aspects with motor learn-

ing, even though the role of abnormal tone, spasticity and other stroke seque-

lae is unclear.

However, since the details of the neural processes underlying recovery are yet

largely unknown, no generally accepted golden standard exists in the strategies

of motor recovery after stroke. Several neurological therapeutic approaches are

advocated and applied, proponents of each one claiming its superiority in efficacy

over the others. hese approaches include:

• Bobath method, incdluding Neuro-Developmental Treatments (NDT) [77];

• Brunnstrom method [78];

• Proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation (PNF) [79];

• Constraint Induced Therapy (CIT) [80].
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Physical and occupational therapeutic programs vary greatly from one facility

to another as a result of the adherence to different treatment concepts and philoso-

phies [81, 82]. For example, in the NDT method the emergence of basic synergies

is considered as a pathological and undesirable manifestation of spasticity which

should be suppressed in order to enable the facilitation of normal physiological

movements. Contrary to this concept, Brunnstrom encourages the development of

the same basic synergies and related spasticity in the pre-synergic phase of motor

recovery, following what is considered to be the natural sequence of motor recovery

after stroke as first described by Twitchell [83].

The Bobath concept first explained movement dysfunction in hemiplegia from

a neurophysiological perspective stating that the patient must be active while the

therapist assists the patient to move using key points of control and reflex-inhibiting

patterns. The International Bobath Instructors Training Association (IBITA) defines

the current Bobath Concept as a problem-solving approach to the assessment and

treatment of individuals with disturbances of function, movement, and postural

control due to a lesion of the central nervous system, targeting both impairments

and functional activiities. The concept targets both impairments and functional ac-

tivities; successful goal acquisition in a given task must be practiced to improve

efficiency of movement and promote generalization in everyday life. To date the

Bobath concept and its related or derived methods are believed to be the most pop-

ular and widely applied methods in stroke rehabilitation [84]. Despite of that, recent

studies [84] are still trying to systematically evaluate the efficacy and the outcomes

of the most commonly employed strategies for the recovery of motor function. It

was concluded that the Bobath Concept is not superior to other approaches and

that no evidence is available for the superiority of any of the presently available

approaches. Many methodological shortcomings are described for the studies re-

viewed and the need for further high-quality trials advocated. Also, the need to

establish generally accepted evidence-based guidelines for the implementation of

movement therapy is still advocated as a must for future trends in rehabilitation

therapy.

A rehabilitation therapy enjoying an increasing popularity in the last decades
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is the Constraint Induced Therapy (CIT). CIT was developed by Dr. Edward Taub

of the University of Alabama at Birmingham. The rationale behind this therapy

is that, after a stroke, the patient stops using the affected limb because they are

discouraged by the difficulty. As a result, a process that Taub calls ”learned non-

use” sets in, furthering the deterioration, which is exactly what CIT seeks to reverse

[80].

In chronic patients, Constraint Induced Therapy has been shown to result in

substantial increases in the use of the more affected limb in activities of daily living

(ADLs) [80]. Furthermore, CIT results in positive motor cortex reorganization [85]

and has advantages relative to Neuro Developmental treatment of equal intensity

[86].

Despite the plethora of treatment philosophies that provide different recom-

mendations for the progression of treatment, type of movement and the context

of activities, movement based rehabilitation therapy is founded on the interaction

between the therapist and patient. This interaction can be classified into three broad

categories [87]:

• Passive (or externally imposed) movement, which involves movement of the

patient’s joints by the therapist as the patient remains relaxed (therapist-in-

charge mode.

• Active-assisted movement, which is used when the patient cannot complete a

desired movement autonomously (shared control between patient and therapist);

• Active-resisted movement, which is mainly used by higher level patients and

involves completing movements against resistance from gravity, additional

weights, an elastic band, or the therapist.

• Bilateral movement; where the execution of a motor task is mirrored between

the healthy and the hemiplegic arm.

The point of whether assisting the subjects during the execution of the motor

task is quite crucial and differently interpreted in the several different rehabilita-

tion methods. However, there is a generally accepted consensus that even though
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unassisted movement may be the most effective technique in patients with mild

to moderate impairments, actively assisted movement may be beneficial in more

severely impaired patients.

Active assisted movements may be especially effective in the acute and subacute

phases when patients are experiencing spontaneous recovery. If significant move-

ment has yet to return, repeated attempts to use the limb could lead to ”learned

non-use”, because the patients are discouraged by the poor performance of the limb

[80]. In this case, active assisted movement may be superior to unassisted move-

ment. The negative conditioning associated with poor performance is avoided, be-

cause the attempted movements are completed with external assistance.

A strong clinical evidence for active assistance is a study of 100 acute stroke par-

ticipants that found significant decreases in arm impairment with an intervention

of stereotyped active-assisted movement [88], demonstrating that such treatment

was effective in participants with severe motor deficits.

All of the aforementioned therapies rely on repetition as a primary contributor

to functional recovery, based on the assumption that the amount of functional re-

covery can be a function of the number of repetitions of movements in a therapy

bout.

4.1.1 Robot-aided neurorehabilitation

In the described context, robots appear as an ideal platform for delivering move-

ment therapy, which can alleviate the labor-intensive aspects of rehabilitation ther-

apy implemented by human therapists and provide an objective and reproducible

way to measure and control the evolution of therapy. In this way, the robot be-

comes a tool for the therapist. The therapist can perform an initial assessment of

the patient?s functional level and determine the movement patterns that would be

beneficial to practice. The skill of the therapist is then augmented with a device

that can repeatedly replicate the movement patterns and free the therapist from

this time-consuming activity.

Thus, a potential role for robotic devices is to facilitate highly repetitive, active-

assisted movement training for more severely impaired patients, especially in the
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acute and subacute phases of recovery. Additionally, robots provide an ideal plat-

form for objective, reproducible, continuous measurement and control of therapy,

which can be exploited to reduce the variability associated to the studies aimed at

assessing the outcomes of one type of therapy versus another one. Initial research

on robotic therapy for post-stroke rehabilitation was successful to provide a strong,

objective evidence that nurture has a positive effect on nature: robotic therapy for

the paretic limb facilitates motor recovery following stroke, apparently by harness-

ing and promoting brain plasticity.

The synergy between robotics and life sciences began in the 80s, when several

researches started using robotics technologies for neuroscientific purposes. In those

years many research groups tried to understand how the CNS plan and perform

movements and many studies on human motion control have been carried out by

measuring human motion properties through robotic platforms [89, 90, 91].

At the beginning of 90s some of these robots, widely used in neuroscientific

studies, have been modified and applied in the rehabilitation field, to assist the

patients in motor recovery after cerebral injuries. Since then, the machines for as-

sisted motor therapy have been considerably improved and applied to different

fields, such as fitness, sports training, sensory-motor training for maintaining per-

formance of elderly people and physical medicine and rehabilitation, with special

attention to neurological pathologies (neurorehabilitation).

An in-depth review of the state of the art of the machines designed for robot-

assisted rehabilitation therapy is beyond the scopes of this thesis. However, it is

important to highlight the main criteria behind the design of currently available

robots, which need to be considered when designing a machine intended for robot-

assisted neurorehabilitation. As highlighted in the previous subsection, two inter-

action modalities need to be guaranteed in movement rehabilitation therapy: the

patient needs to be allowed to perform the motor task on his own, if he is capable

of doing so; otherwise, the patient, especially in the needs to be guided or sup-

ported in the accomplishment of the motor task. The first interaction modality is

called in the rehabilitation robotics literature pertaining patient-in-charge mode; the

second modality is called robot-in-charge mode. The main goals behind the develop-
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ment of rehabilitation robots are that of replicating the contribution of the therapist;

then the described interaction modalities need to be guaranteed.

In this perspective, design criteria with substantial differences with respect to

the solutions traditionally followed in industrial robotics need to be followed.

First of all, the minimization of moving masses is a primary requisite imposed

as safety measure to minimize the risk of injury due to unexpected collisions. But

in such scenarios safety is not the only special concern. The accomplishment of

a motor task is always the result of a shared action between the human and the

robotic counterparts. The high variability associated to human physiologic and

pathologic performance imposes that robot behavior needs to include a high level

of adaptability to human contribution. This adaptability is provided through the

implementation of interaction controls, requiring the use of exteroceptive sensors

and of a high bandwidth mechatronic system. Furthermore, the robotic system is

demanded to be transparent to the users’s movements during patient-in-charge mode

so to minimally perturb the spontaneous and correct execution of motor tasks.

The accommodation of all these requirements represents the most generally ac-

cepted design difficulties, provided the currently available actuation technologies.

Robotic implementations in the last 20 years tried to deal in several different ways

with these requirements, given the currently available technologies.

In particular, the approaches pursuing back-driveability and dependability can

be categorized in two main groups. The first one comprises high efficiency (i.e.

very low friction losses) kinematic structures with low apparent inertia in the back-

driven motion [38], [92], [93]. Such systems require accurate mechanical design (e.g.

choice of low inertia actuators, minimization of the mass of moving parts, including

actuators stators; high efficiency transmissions), precise fabrication of components

and accurate system assembly. The second one comprises mini/macro systems,

which consist of a large (macro) robot serially linked to a small (micro) robot. The

macro-mini approach merges the benefits of a small high bandwidth robot for local

operations, while at the same time retaining the versatility, speed and workspace

dimension of a larger robot [94], [95]. A dedicated control strategy, exploiting the

different dynamical properties of the two sub-systems, allows to achieve good re-
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sults in terms of performance and safety/intrinsic compliance.

Other mechatronic solutions take advantages of novel basic components whose

added value is to include compliant elements in the actuation architecture, such

as Series Elastic Actuators (SEA) and Variable Stifness Actuators (VSA), to provide

an intrinsic level of mechanical adaptability which positively influences safety in

physical human-robot interaction. Such actuation solutions have been used to pro-

vide torque directly to human joints [96] or in implementations where actuators

exca mechanical power by means of low efficiency mechanical transmissions [4].

Another category of solutions directly focuses on the development of discon-

tinuous transmissions, based on electrorheological or magnetorheological fluids,

such as in [97, 98], which are used in manipulators with multiple DOFs. These

transmissions works as clutches, being engaged during robot-in-charge mode, when

they transmit mechanical power between the actuator and the load, and disengaged

during patient-in-charge mode, allowing to achieve good back-driveability properties

with a relatively simple mechanical design. This provides also the advantage of me-

chanically decoupling the actuator from the load during patient-in-charge operation

and to provide a hardware threshold to the maximum value of interaction torque,

allowing for a transparent and intrinsically safe system.

4.2 CBM-Motus: PA-DP architecture

The design of robotic systems for assisted motor therapy is centered around

some basic principles, which are intended to guarantee a wide set of dependable

and effective interaction modalities with the human body, especially because the

system is supposed to be applied on motor impaired users. In particular, the de-

sign of highly back-driveable mechanisms is a widely pursued approach for the

development of dependable robots which allow a safe user-machine interaction in

unstructured contexts.

A robotic system has been developed for neurorehabilitation therapies of the

upper limb. It is composed of two subsystems: an actuated macro stage and a pas-

sive a mini stage, to which the patient is attached during operation. The compound

system can work as a robotic neurorehabilitation device device in both interaction
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modalities: (i) patient-in-charge, where the patient is allowed to move freely and the

machine is supposed to be as transparent as possible and (ii) robot-in-charge, where

the machine applies forces to determine the motion of the end effector.

The macro subsystem is a 2DOFs planar robot with isotropic and homogeneous

inertia, which was described in previous work [99], actuated with two brushless

motors and a transmission including timing belt and pulleys system. Since the mini

subsystem is a passive, lightweight planar mechanism with a low apparent inertia,

it is expected that the apparent inertia perceived by the user during the patient-in-

charge interaction modality is reduced by the presence of this module.

However, despite interacting with a passive device is obviously the best solu-

tion in terms of transparency during patient-in-charge mode, during robot-in-charge

mode it is required that the structure can apply forces to the subject’s arm. This

requirement is satisfied by this actuation architecture, since the passive module is

designed so that it has two singular configurations. An adaptive controller drives

the actuated system and can switch between the two interaction modalities. In the

patient-in-charge mode the macro system moves so to compensate for the subject’s

movements, thus keeping the end-effector of the mini system in the center of its

workspace. When it is necessary to switch to the robot-in-charge mode, the macro

Figure 4.1: (a): Kinematic sketch describing only the macro subsystem, a 2 DOFs kinematic
chain with orthogonal co-planar prismatic joints. (b): Mechanical design of the whole ma-
chine, including both the macro and the mini part. Rotations and torques applied by the
two rotary motors are transferred to the end-effector of the macro-stage by means of eight
pulleys and two timing belts. The mini-system (kinematic structure described later) is a
passive, 5 bars, 2 DOFs linkage.
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system drives the passive module in a singular configuration and that allows the

system to apply forces in a semiplane, as shown in the following section.

4.3 Design of the passive module

The mini mechanism was designed in previous work [100]. It is composed of

five equally long links (length 80 mm) and has 2 DOFs. Its end effector (point

C in figure 4.2) is the handle, which is grasped by the patient. This mechanism

has two kinematic singularities at the extremities of its workspace (the cuspidal

points shown in figure 4.2). The links of this subsystem are dimensioned so that the

workspace of the corresponding passive kinematic chain is wide enough to allow

free movements of the patient when the system is in patient-in-charge mode, thus

avoiding undesired reaching of the workspace boundaries. Links shape is also such

that simple constraints are implemented between the joints angles, thus limiting the

reachable work-space (WS) to that shown in figure 4.2.

When in patient-in-charge mode, the macro system is controlled so to compensate

for the motion of the passive module, i.e. moving the position of the ground link of

the mini module so that the handle still falls in the center of the workspace of the

mini system. To this aim, it is necessary to measure at any time two independent

variables, which describe the kinematic status of the mini system. In this case, it

was chosen to measure the angles θ4 and θ5, through two absolute rotary encoders.

When the system is in robot-in-charge mode, it is necessary to drive the mini sys-

tem to one of the cuspidal points where the machanism has a kinematic singularity.

When the mini system is in the top one, the movements of the end-effector in the

half-plane (x′ ,y′: y′ ≥ 0) are not allowed (this is a monolateral constraint), since the

boundaries of the workspace are reached and the distal module rigidly holds this

configuration until forces in the complementary half-plane are applied. In this con-

figuration, the robot can thus apply force fields ~F = (Fx, Fy) in the same half-plane

(such that Fy ≥ 0). A similar behaviour occurs when the handle is in the bottom

cuspidal point. In this case, downwards movements are blocked and downwards

forces can be transmitted from the machine to the patient.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: (a) Mechanical drawing of the linkage comprising the Mini subsystem
and of the handle. Mechanical stops which allow to obtain the desired workspace
are not shown. (b) Sketch showing the Mini subsystem in different configurations:
in black a general configuration typical of patient-in-charge mode is drawn; in blue
and in red the linkage is drawn in both the singular configurations, where it is
possible to apply forces to the subject (robot-in-charge mode). In the red configuration,
the system can only apply forces downwards, and viceversa for the configuration
drawn in blue. The green region shows the workspace of the linkage, which is
calculated considering the mechanical stops used for safety.

4.4 Transparency during patient-in-charge mode

A major requisite for the design of robots for neuro-motor rehabilitation is trans-

parency during patient-in-charge mode, which means that human-robot interaction

forces should be minimized as much as possible when the patient is able to move

autonomously.

Thus, it is important to estimate the forces applied by the patient, when he is free

to move across predetermined trajectories. Maximum transparency would imply

that the patient applies a zero force when he is freely moving.

In order to estimate the interaction forces, an inverse-dynamics model of the

linkage has been developed, based on the kinematic recordings and on the knowl-
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edge of the inertial parameters of the moving parts. The kinematics of the handle

are derived by measuring the two independent variables, which describe the kine-

matic status of the mini system. The measured variables are the angles θ5 and θ5 of

the five-bar linkage, through two absolute rotary encoders. Considering the equiv-

alent 2 DOFs mechanism for the forward kinematics, it is possible to obtain the

position of the end effector (handle) in the absolute reference frame:

xH = xG1 + lG1 + l5 · cos θ5 + l4 · cos θ4 (4.1)

yH = yG1 + l5 · sin θ5 + l4 · sin θ5, (4.2)

where xG1 and yG1 are the planar coordinates representing the position of point O

(end effector of the macro system), measured through motors encoders.

Figure 4.3: Planar kinematic model of the passive system

It is possible then to obtain the coordinates of the center of mass (xGj) of each

of the j moving parts in the kinematic chain, in the absolute (inertial) reference

frame. By considering for the sake of simplicity only the open 2-DOF kinematic

chain consisting of bodies 4 and 5 (ref. Figure 4.4), it is simple to verify that
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xG5 = xG1 + lG1 + dG5 cos θ5 (4.3)

yG5 = yG1 + dG5 sin θ5 (4.4)

xG4 = xG1 + lG1 + l5 cos θ5 + dG4 cos θ4 (4.5)

yG4 = yG1 + l5 sin θ5 + dG4 sin θ4 (4.6)

Similar equation stand for bodies 2 and 3, whose angles are calculated using

inverse-kinematics.

For each body of the kinematic chain, a free-body diagram was derived and the

Newton-Euler equation written as three scalar equations for each moving part of

the linkage. By considering the open two-link kinematic chain shown in Figure 4.4,

and by denoting as Fij,k the component along the k axis of the force applied by body

i to body j, the following system of six equations is to be solved

A(θ)x = B (4.7)

where x = [F05,x, F05,y, F45,x, F45,y, FH4,x, FH4,y]T is the vector of unknown forces,

B = [m5 ẍG5, m5ÿG5, I5θ̈5, m4 ẍG4, m4ÿG4, I4θ̈4]T is the known vector of inertial forces

and

Figure 4.4: 2 DOFs serial chain of the five bar linkage. Absolute angles θ4 and θ5 are
measured through encoders.
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AT =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

1 0 dG5cθ5 0 0 0

0 1 −dG5sθ5 0 0 0

1 0 −(l5 − dG5cθ5 −1 0 −dG4cθ4

0 1 (l5 − dG5)sθ5 0 −1 dG4sθ4

0 0 0 1 0 −(l4 − dG4)cθ4

0 0 0 0 1 (l4 − dG4)sθ4

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
is the coordinate-dependent matrix. The definition of the transpose of A matrix

was reported for simplicity of print, as well as the use of the ”shorthand” notation

where cθ stands for cos θ.

Solving the system of equations in 4.7 allows to estimate the forces exchanged

by the handle and the adjacent link (
−→
F H4). A similar system of equations can be

simultaneously solved by considering the remaining (left) half-chain of the five-bar

linkage, which provides as output the force vector
−→
F H2. Two equilibrium equations

for the translation along the x and y axes can be written:

FH, x = mh ẍH − F4H,x − F2H,x (4.8)

FH, y = mhÿH − F4H,y − F2H,y (4.9)

and thus the forces applied to handle by the patient can be estimated.

The described inverse-dynamics model provides an estimation of interaction

forces without need of considering any force imposed by the macro (active) module,

but only considering the resulting kinematics of the base link. This model was

implemented so to estimate forces applied by subjects during free motion.

To this aim 14 young healthy subjects (24.6 ± 2.8 yo) were asked to perform

free planar movements along predetermined directions (i.e. vertical, horizontal

and diagonal as shown in Figure 1), at self-selected velocities. The kinematics were

recorded at 66 Hz both from the distal (xG1 and yG1) and from the proximal (θ4 and

θ5) modules. Kinematics data were filtered through a 4-order Butterworth filter

with a cut-off frequency of 6.6 Hz, before calculating numerically first and second

order derivatives. The inertial parameters of the moving parts of the five-bar link-

age are completely known since the parts have been custom-designed. The relevant

parameters are summarized in table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Model parameters

Parameter Value
l 80 mm

mh 260 g
lG1 45 mm
m1 77 g
I1 2.3·10−4 Nm2

lG2 42 mm
m2 184 g
I2 7.5·10−4 Nm2

lG3 45 mm
m3 150 g
I3 5.6·10−4 Nm2

lG4 42 mm
m4 160 g
I4 5.6·10−4 Nm2

lG5 45 mm
m5 203 g
I5 1·10−3 Nm2

For each time sample the force applied by the subject was estimated. Along each

of the four directions, subjects were asked to move along the same trajectory in both

directions (i.e. back and forth). The distance between the starting and the desired

point in the plane was set to 300 mm and subjects were asked to move at self-

selected speeds. Each acquisition run for a fixed amount of time (10 s) and move-

ments were successively segmented so to consider only the time-window when the

user was actually moving. This segmentation was performed by considering as

starting point a threshold corresponding to the 5 % of the maximum speed. The

target was considered reached when the relative distance between target and cur-

rent position did not exceed a threshold set to 10 mm for a time interval of least 0.5

s. Fig. 4.5 shows a histogram reporting the mean value of the modulus of applied

force during free motion. Interaction forces have low values (around 0.3 N) and no

statistically significant difference is noticeable in the averaged histogram across the

four directions. Fig. 4.6 reports the values in Fig. 4.5, averaged over each subject,

for each direction of motion. No significant dependance on movements direction
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Figure 4.5: Magnitude of interaction force during free motion, for each of the 14 users, as
a function of motion direction.

allows to conclude that the system is isotropic in human-robot interaction during

the patient-in-charge interaction mode.

4.5 Conclusions

A method has been established to analyze the backdriveability of a planar ma-

chine intended for neurorehabilitation, which includes a novel macro-mini based

actuation architecture: the PA-DP architecture. This architecture complies with the

first of the two requirements for human-robot interaction in a neurorehabilitation

scenario. The capability of the device to apply forces to the subject’s arm guiding

the subject in the accomplishment of the reaching task has been demonstrated in

other experiments performed at Università Campus Bio-Medico di Roma, which

are not reported in this thesis.

The main conclusion which can be derived concerning the backdriveability of

the machine is related to its isotropy. The transmission used for the macro system,

which includes pulleys and timing belts, has the disadvantage to provide an inher-
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ent non-homogeneous resistance to motion emerging from friction present in the

device. When reverse motion is applied in the direction of one of the prismatic

joints, only half of the moving parts need to be moved, resulting in a reduced per-

ceived resistance to motion. This is not the case of the whole system, which includes

the lightweight, passive Mini stage.

Results show that there is not any statistically significant difference in the amount

of force applied by the subjects to accomplish a self-paced reaching task between

targets where reverse motion is requested only for a half of the kinematic chain (di-

rections N, E and return S and W), when compared to targets where motion by both

actuators of the Macro system is required (directions NE and NW and return SW

and SE).

Figure 4.6: Absolute value of interaction force during two consecutive reaching tasks along
predefined trajectories, averaged on all subjects. Error bars represent a confidence interval
with p < 0.05.
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Chapter 5

fMRI assessment of the neural

correlates of motor recovery

through robot-assisted

rehabilitation therapy

5.1 Background on the neural correlates of motor recovery

after stroke

In the last 15 years non-intrusive imaging techniques such as PET and fMRI

have widely been employed to investigate on the neural correlates of motor recov-

ery after stroke. Despite of that, there is still no general consensus on the details of

the neural processes determining this recovery.

Studies addressing motor task-related activations highlighted that the process of

neuro-recovery involves the restoration of activity in preexisting motor networks,

such as the contralateral motor cortex in subcortical strokes and part of the infarct

rim for cortical strokes [101, 102].

In patients, the volume of task-related activations was found to increase com-

pared to controls, and shifts of task-related activity to non-motor and contralesional

areas consistently documented. A number of studies demonstrated the correlation
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between motor recovery and various indexes of brain activation, such as laterality

measures [103, 104] or the total amount of additional brain regions activated [105].

These studies support the argument that the more ”physiological” is the pattern

of activations, the better is the outcome of the motor recovery process. Despite of

that, other studies demonstrated that the contralesional hemisphere also plays an

important role in the process of motor recovery, depending on the lesion region

[106].

Another promising source of information about neural correlates of motor re-

covery after stroke is provided by functional connectivity MRI (fcMRI). Pioneer

fcMRI experiments have demonstrated strong temporal correlations between fMRI

time-series measured in spatially distinct but functionally related brain regions dur-

ing resting state [107]. Such temporal correlations are considered as evidence of

mutual exchange of information between different brain regions even during the

so-called default mode and can be evaluated to generate functional connectivity

maps. Recent experiments on rats have demonstrated that the recovery of senso-

rimotor function after a surgically-induced stroke correlates with restoration of the

resting-state inter-hemispheric connectivity map related to a somatosensory region

[108].

In humans some studies started to assess the problem of highlighting the changes

in task-related functional connectivity between motor and somatosensory areas

and the cerebellum, which are responsible for the process of neuro-recovery af-

ter stroke [109]. Functional connectivity analysis during resting-state in stroke pa-

tients recently showed that for the somatosensory network the reduction of inter-

hemispheric functional connectivity significantly correlates with upper extremity

motor impairment [110]. Furthermore, fcMRI experiments have demonstrated that

the connectivity within intrinsic functional networks can be modulated by prior ex-

perience [111] or by the actual execution of a motor task [112]. The dynamics of

these changes differs between patients and controls and can be used as a clinical

tool to assess the progress of rehabilitation therapy or even, to predict the amount

of recovery.

Most studies involving motor tasks in fMRI consider wrist flexion-extension
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[113], single fingers flexion-extension [114] or tapping [115], ankle movement [116].

Many past studies did not employ any kinematic or isometric measurement and

thus lack of the possibility to record or standardize the motor performance during

the experiment, thus providing to incoherent or difficultly reproducible results.

In recent years various efforts were devoted to finding fMRI compatible solu-

tions to standardize motor performances during fMRI experiments. The use of

monoaxial gyroscopes as finger flexion-extension sensors [117]; of optical encoders

in conjunction with RF filters [118], and even of EMG sensors with heavily shielded

cables [119] has been documented. Also, MRI compatible force transducers were

used [120] or custom-designed [118] to measure interaction force in isometric or dy-

namic tasks. Also MRI compatible robotic systems have been developed to apply

forces during a hand gripping task [121], a reaching task in the horizontal [122] and

vertical [118] plane, a 1-DOF linear movement involving elbow and wrist rotations

[123].

To the best of the author’s knowledge, no fMRI study involving stroke patients

executing planar point-to-point movements has ever been reported in the literature.

In this paper we describe the experimental setup and the preliminary results of a

study addressing fMRI analysis of the modulation of the sensorimotor network con-

nectivity of stroke patients during and after the execution of a planar reaching task.

An fMRI compatible passive manipulandum was designed and used to measure

the kinematics and to provide a real-time visual feedback of the motor task.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 MRI compatible passive manipulandum and GUI

A planar 2 DOFs parallelogram manipulandum was developed as a passive

fMRI-compatible version of the shoulder and elbow module of a robotic device

[38], which is clinically employed as a rehabilitation tool for the upper extremity

[124].

The structure includes a cylindrical handle, which is grasped by the subject dur-

ing the experiment. A horizontal bar provides support to the subject’s arm, which
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is a crucial requisite to perform planar point-to-point experiments with stroke pa-

tients. The structure is mostly made of Delrin with a wood base on top of which

the subject lies during the experiment providing the necessary stabilization to the

system. Manipulandum links are made of Delrin and have a length of 100 mm.

Low-friction rotation between links is obtained through low-cost plastic ball and

roller bearings with glass balls (McMaster-Carr). The total system has a workspace

of around 200 x 200 mm. The weight of the structure and of the subjects? arm is

transferred to the horizontal bar by the handle, which is made of Teflon and can

slip with low friction over the horizontal surface. The structure reduces the size

available for the subject inside the bore. The maximum lateral and vertical mea-

surements at the L3 vertebra level is of 380 and 220 mm, respectively.

Two MRI compatible sensors (S700 ShapeSensorMRI, Measurand Inc) are used

to measure the rotation of the two distal links with respect to the mechanical ground.

The sensors consist of two plastic boxes and of an optic fiber connecting them,

whose light beam is sent over another 10-meter-long optical fiber coming out of

the MRI room and then converted in an analogue voltage. No electrical signal is

then brought into the MRI scanner by the registration device, thus providing intrin-

sic fMRI compatibility to the system. The symmetry of the structure allows then to

compute the forward kinematics through the simple formula:

{
xh = l · cos(θ1) + l · cos(θ2)

yh = l · sin(θ1) + l · sin(θ2)
(5.1)

The measured position of the handle is recorded at a frequency of 1 kHz. This

information is displayed in real-time to the subject through a mirror projection sys-

tem, in a graphical user interface resembling a ”clock” game, which is very sim-

ilar to the one used during the robotic therapy. In the fMRI experiment, the size

of movements is limited to 5 cm from center to periphery and only the proximal

half of the clock (including only W, SW, S, SE directions, with a random sequence)

are used for the experimental protocol. These solutions are introduced in order to

reduce the artifacts due to the distortion of the magnetic field introduced by the

moving masses inside the scanner, as already documented in [122], and to facilitate
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Figure 5.1: GUI used during the experiment. The yellow cursor indicates the current po-
sition of the handle; the orange cursor indicates which target to reach. The upper part of
the screen is distal to the subject. Only half of the targets shown are used for the point-to-
point movements. The READY message clues switching between the passive and the active
condition. This clue is used only for the block-design protocol.

the motor task for stroke patients.

The GUI was used to guide the timing and the direction of a movement (when

one of the targets was yellow-colored) and to provide feedback on the movement

execution. A new target was displayed every 3.2 s, independently of the success

or failure of the previous reaching task. Another information was provided by the

target color, which changes from yellow to red right at the time by which the move-

ment should be completed. This event took place 1.6 seconds after the display of

a new target. The subjects were trained for a few minutes before the experiments.

All subjects reported finding the GUI to be intuitive. During the experiment, visual

feedback was also used to suggest to switch between active and passive states, as

described in more detail in the next section and as shown in Fig. 5.1.
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5.2.2 Experimental protocol

Three different scanning protocols were implemented for the study and will be

described in distinct sections.

5.2.2.1 Block-design experiment with healthy control subjects

Two healthy control subjects (male, 59 and 63 years old) with right-hand domi-

nance were asked to participate to a block-design experiment where they alternated

between a control and an active block. During the control block, the subjects were

asked not to move their hand and to visually follow the movements of the cursor in

the screen. The cursor was programmed to move towards the target with a straight

minimum-jerk trajectory. During the active block, the GUI displayed the current

handle position. Visual messages in the screen were used to communicate to switch

between these two modes. Five control blocks of 32 s were alternated to four active

blocks of the same duration, for a total duration of the experiment of around 5 min-

utes, as detailed in Fig. 5.2. Each of the control subjects performed the experiment

twice, once using their right hand and the other one with their left hand.

5.2.2.2 Functional connectivity experiment with one healthy control subject

A third healthy control subject underwent a different protocol, involving the

following types of scan: 1) resting, 2) continuous motor task, 3) continuous control

task. During resting, the subject was only asked to fix a black cross over a grey

background for 6 minutes. During continuous motor task, the subject was asked

to move their upper extremity as prompted by the GUI, i.e. a new point-to-point

movement every 3.2 s, for 6 minutes. During the continuous control task, the subject

was asked not to move his hand and to visually follow the movements of the cursor

in the screen, for 6 minutes. These scans were sequenced as shown in Table 5.1.

5.2.2.3 Experiments with stroke patients

Two chronic stroke patients were enrolled for this study (age: XX). They both

had a subcortical stroke in their right-hemisphere (left hemiparesis) and took part
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Figure 5.2: Timeline describing the protocol of the block design experiment. The black
curve indicates the state of the experiment (control vs. active), the red arrow is the Time
axis. The ready and stop messages appear right before and immediately after each active
block, whose duration T is 32 s. During an active block, 6 different peripheral targets Ti
appear, separated by the return to the center. The target is orange for ∆t1 = 1.6 s and
becomes red immediately after, and stays in this status for the same amount of time ∆t1.

to the experiment a few days before being administered a 12 weeks robot-assisted

rehabilitation therapy program. A number of experimental difficulties rose when

trying to perform the fMRI experiment with the paretic limb of patients. They had

difficulties in grasping the handle, and then, so to allow the execution of the exper-

iment, the dorsal part of their hand was fixed to the handle with a Velcro strap. In

this configuration the hand of the subject would be in contact with the horizontal

surface and increased the resistance to motion felt by the subject. For this reason a

Teflon disc was placed underneath the hand of the patient, to reduce friction and to

facilitate a smoother motion. The level of impairment of patients was nevertheless

such that they could not successfully perform most of the movements prompted by

the GUI in the active phases, but they could just attempt to move their paretic limb

in the horizontal plane without much controlling this movement. Hence, the kine-

matic features of their motor performance are not standardized to those measured

in controls. However the two patients performed the various scans as described in

Table 5.1.
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5.2.3 Analysis of fMRI data

Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) images were acquired in a Siemens

Trio 3 T scanner in conjunction with a 12-channel Siemens Tim RF coil using a T2-

weighted gradient echo, EPI sequence (repetition time [TR]=2 s; echo time [TE]=30

ms, flip angle [α]=90, field-of-view [FOV]=220x220 mm; matrix size= 72x72 voxels,

in-plane resolution= 3.125 mm, slice thickness= 4 mm, slice distance= 4.8 mm, num-

ber of slices= 32). BOLD image collection was preceded by 5 dummy scans to allow

for equilibration of fMRI signal.

Structural volumes were also collected for anatomical localization and surface

reconstruction using a T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo

(MP-RAGE) sequence (TR=2.53 s, TE= 1.64 ms, α=7, FOV=255x255 mm; matrix

size=256x256 voxels, in-plane resolution=1 mm, slice thickness=1 mm, number of

slices= 256). In stroke patients a Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery (FLAIR) im-

age was acquired to provide anatomical localization of the lesion (TR=9 s, TE= 82

ms, α=120, FOV= 240x240, matrix size= 640x560, in-plane resolution= 0.375 mm,

slice thickness= 5 mm, number of slices= 36). A standard fMRI processing stream

was employed, using FSL and AFNI software on a CentOS machine. Standard algo-

rithms for slice-timing and motion correction were used to temporally and spatially

resample the BOLD data. A Gaussian smoothing filter (FWHM=6 mm) was after-

wards applied to match the spatial scale of the hemodynamic process. These pre-

processing steps were applied to all BOLD 4D volumes acquired; while depending

on the kind of experiment a different set of subsequent processing steps followed.

5.2.3.1 Task-related activations in controls

The smoothed time-series acquired during experiment 1 were normalized to the

average value across time and de-noised using an Independent Component Anal-

ysis (ICA)-based algorithm to exclude the components of variance recognized as

noise [125].

A General Linear Model (GLM) was constructed, using as single regressor a

succession of boxcar functions time-shifted around the onset time as defined in the

block-design experimental protocol, with a linear offset. The result of such decon-
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Table 5.1:
SCANS SEQUENCE FOR THE FIRST EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

Kind Name Duration
Resting R1 6 min

Continuous motor task Mvt 6 min
Resting R2 6 min

Structural scans ' 30 min
Resting R3 6 min

Continuous control task Cont 6 min
Resting R4 6 min

volution is (voxel by voxel) the coefficient of the fit between the measured and a

parametric predicted response, corresponding to a selective activation in response

to the experimental stimulus (i.e. performing planar horizontal reaching move-

ments). The z-scores corresponding to such correlation were registered to the Mon-

treal Neurological Institute (MNI) 152 template and averaged across the subjects.

The resulting averaged z-maps were thresholded (z=5, corresponding to a signifi-

cance value p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons using a highly conserva-

tive Bonferroni correction over the whole brain, around 200000 voxels) and after-

wards segmented on an anatomical basis, following the definitions in the Juelich

Histological Atlas [126] and in the Cerebellum Atlas [127].

Table 5.2 gives an overview of the regions where significant activation was

found in control subjects. A view of the activation map found in controls during

the planar reaching task is shown in Fig. 5.1.

5.3 Preliminary results

The experiments in controls revealed an extended activation pattern including

several different areas within and outside the sensory-motor network. This activa-

tion pattern was segmented on a functional-anatomical basis, as shown in Table 5.2,

which shows activation corresponding to right upper extremity movement. Acti-

vation peaks in the CL M1are more medial when compared to what obtained for a
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previous experiment involving only wrist movements. This means that, despite the

limited extent of the point-to-point movement, subjects did not rely only on wrist

flexion-extension movements, as instructed to do.

Cortical activation is mainly in the contralateral hemisphere (M1and SS), with

the exception of PM, SMA, and PP, which show a bilateral activation. Bilateral acti-

vation was also found in BA44 (pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG))

and in the anterior section of the insula, confirming previous findings documenting

the involvement of such nonprimary motor areas in motor control and manipula-

tion for different tasks [128], [129].

A representative axial section representing activation in different cortical areas

is shown in Figure 5.3a. Task-related activation was also found in the contralateral

thalamus and in the ipsilateral cerebellum lobule V, and bilaterally in lobules VI

and VIII. A representative coronal section showing task-related activation in the

cerebellum is shown in Figure 5.3b.

For each of the seed regions defined as shown in Table 5.2, a 50-voxel region

was created starting from the region’s centroid and including the most significant

contiguous voxels. The defined masks were used as regressors of interest for the

functional connectivity analysis during both resting state and continuous motor

task.

Functional connectivity to seed region CL BA4 , (ipsilesional for stroke subjects)

and to IL BA4 was considered both in R1, in Mvt and in R2. Figure 5.4 shows the

connectivity map and the connectivity difference maps obtained, for the CL BA4

seed region.

In order to quantify the strength of connectivity (for R1) and of connectivity dif-

ference (for Mvt-R1 and R2-R1), a first measure was introduced: the average value of

z-scores within the Sensorimotor Network (SMN, defined from anatomical atlases

[126], and split in the two hemispheres, values reported in Table 5.3).

On a more regionally-specific basis, average z-scores values were calculated in

medial and lateral portions of M1, in PM and SMA. The same anatomical masks

used for the segmentation of task-related activations (Table 5.2) were used to define

these regions in MNI space. Connectivity values are reported in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.2:
CORTICAL SEED REGIONS FOR RIGHT ARM MOVEMENT (BASED ON pcorr < 0.05)

Seed Code Description
Vol z-weighted
[ml] centroid coords

CL BA4
Contralateral (CL) Primary

6.37 (62,50,64)
Motor Cortex (M1)

CL BA6 med
CL Supplementary Motor Area

2.22 (46,60,65)
(SMA)

CL BA6 lat
CL Pre Motor Cortex

5.04 (59,55,69)
(PM), dorsal

IL BA6 med Ipsilateral (IL) SMA 0.92 (43,61,68)

IL BA6 int IL PM, dorsal 0.32 (35,59,73)

IL BA6 lat IL PM, dorsal 0.24 (26,59,66)

CL BA7 CL Posterior Parietal Cortex (PP) 12.9 (55,33,65)

IL BA7 IL PP 3.98 (37,29,65)

CL BA44
CL pars opercularis of

1.18 (72,68,48)
IFG (BA44)

IL BA44 IL BA44 2.02 (18,69,44)

CL BA1 2 CL Primary Somatosensory (SS) 6.67 (67,48,63)

IL CB V IL Cerebellar (CB) Lobule V 3.98 (38,37,27)

IL CB VI IL CB Lobule VI 5.52 (33,35,24)

CL CB VI CL CB Lobule VI 3.17 (57,34,25)

IL CB VIII IL CB Lobule VIII 1.4 (36,35,10)

CL CB VIII CL CB Lobule VIII 1.42 (56,35,10)

CL Thalamus CL Thalamus 0.82 (53,52,39)

The connectivity map in the R1 scan, with seed region in M1, highlights the

whole sensorimotor network, with a bilateral connectivity pattern, which includes

dorsal BA4 and BA6 (both patients and control), and SMA (with the exception of

one patient).

The contrast between connectivity in Mvt and in R1 conditions reveals in the

control subject a general decrease of inter-hemispheric connectivity. A significant

decrease is concentrated in the lateral portion of (ipsilateral) M1and PM, in accor-
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Figure 5.3: (a) Axial slice (z=67 in Talairach space) showing averaged z-scores (lower
threshold z=5, pcorr < 0.05) representing task-related activation in control subjects, for a
right upper extremity movement. Region specific (Blue (M1), yellow (PM), green (SM),
pink (PP), lightblue (SS)) brightness z-maps (brighter represents a higher level of signifi-
cance) are superimposed on the red z-map, which represents region aspecific activation.
Coronal slice (y=31). Blue: Lobule V, Green: Lobule VI, Yellow: Lobule VIII.

dance with the literature demonstrating this decrease for a different motor task

[112]. The same result, but with variable amount of significance, was obtained for

both patients. One of the patients (Pt 2) showed also an enhanced connectivity in

the lesioned hemisphere, concentrated in the PM cortex and most significantly in

Table 5.3:
CONNECTIVITY TO CL BA4 IN THE SMN (BASED ON p < 0.05, |z| > 1.65)

Subject
R1 Mvt-R1 R2-R1

CL IL CL IL CL IL

Control 4.5 4.2 -0.2 -1.1 0.5 1.8

Pt 1 8.4 9.1 -0.1 -7 -6.8 -5.4

Pt 2 4.5 3.8 2.3 -1.9 2.5 2.2
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Table 5.4:
CONNECTIVITY TO CL BA4 IN BA4 AND BA6 (BASED ON p < 0.05, |z| > 1.65)

Subject Scan
BA4 lat BA4 med BA6 lat BA6 med

CL IL CL IL CL IL CL IL

Control
R1 6.83 5.46 4.04 3.18 4.31 4.15 5.68 5.62

Mvt-R1 -0.8 -1.61 0.9 2.09 -0.13 -2.58 -1.59 -0.81

R2-R1 0.5 0.57 -0.4 0.86 0.01 0.33 -4.91 -3.28

Pt 1
R1 12.42 10.83 11.66 12.75 8.99 8.01 7.53 6.39

Mvt-R1 -2.22 -9.58 -1.62 -6.37 -1.2 -4.9 -1.56 -0.35

R2-R1 -6.81 -6.97 -9.9 -10.4 -6.18 -4.94 -5.14 -1.48

Pt 2
R1 7.67 7.17 3.23 2.28 4.39 1.8 0.6 0.91

Mvt-R1 1.46 -3.4 4.34 3.11 4.9 1.91 8.18 6.55

R2-R1 1.62 -0.91 3.08 4.91 3.59 3.79 4.97 5.31

SMA.

The R2-R1 contrast was calculated to assess whether a form of ”retainment” in

the functional connectivity maps was introduced by the experience of the motor

task. No major trend describing the change of connectivity change is consistent

across patients. In both patients the decrease of connectivity in ipsilateral motor

cortex (lateral part) is slightly retained also in the R2 task, while this is not the case

for the control subject. This trend has different significance in the two subjects (de-

crease of connectivity changes from -9.58 to -6.97 for Pt 1 and from -3.40 to -0.91 for

Pt 2).

5.4 Preliminary design of an actuated device

The results obtained with the passive manipulandum were successful in demon-

strating the feasibility of performing experiments in the fMRI scanner having sub-

jects perform planar reaching tasks of limited extent (5 cm). Previous studies [122,

130] involved similar 2 DOF planar reaching movements in fMRI, but their me-

chanical design was such that they would not be usable with physically impaired
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Figure 5.4: Axial slices (z = 65 for control and Pt 1, z = 62 for Pt 2) showing functional
connectivity to CL BA4. Red darkness scale (darker indicates a higher significance) in-
dicates positive correlation (R1) or increase in connectivity (difference maps), while blue
indicates negative correlation (R1) or decrease in connectivity (difference maps). Minimum
significance threshold is set to 5 and -5. (pcorr ≤ 0.05). Patients moved paretic, left upper
extremity. Control moved right upper extremity (images mirrored, −x).

patients. The use of the described device was demonstrated instead also with very

severely impaired subjects. However, a common motor deficit in stroke patients

with different levels of impairment is represented by an increased difficulty in per-

forming in the distal direction, compared to the proximal direction. This implied

that often impaired subjects could move in the south direction, but then would find

difficulties in going back to the center and to continue the experiment by starting

another reaching movement.

An actuated mechanism would be a novel and interesting tool, both to investi-
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gate neural correlates of recovery after neurological injury, like in the clinical study

described in the previous part of this chapter, but also to develop force perturba-

tion experiments on healthy subjects, to investigate several hypothesis on the neural

mechanisms underlying control of these reaching movements. However, the design

of robots suitable to be integrated in fMRI environments is a challenging task, since

many of the most widely used elements both to provide actuation and sensing are

not MRI compatible.

5.4.1 fMRI compatible mechatronics

The literature generally agrees about the definitions of MR safety and compat-

ibility of an object or device. A device is MR safe when it does not present any

additional risk to the patient in the MRI environment. This definition of MR safety

does not refer to any potential effects of the device on the MR images, i.e., a MR-

safe device may affect the quality of the images. The effect of the device on the MR

images is included in the definition of its MR compatibility. A device is MR com-

patible when, in addition to being MR safe, its presence and/or operation does not

significantly affect the quality of the MR images and, inversely, its operation is not

affected by the MR scanner.

Materials most often used in the construction of conventional robotic and mecha-

tronic systems are ferromagnetic (e.g., carbon steel) because of their desirable me-

chanical properties, such as strength, rigidity, and machinability. However, these

materials are, in general, not suitable for the construction of MR-compatible de-

vices. Ferromagnetic materials are subject to strong magnetic forces and can become

potentially dangerous projectiles if they are placed close to the MR scanner without

being securely attached to a fixed structure. Another source of MR-incompatibility

is the generation of eddy-currents inside conductive materials, such as aluminum,

which may cause image artifacts or unwanted material heating.

Materials suitable for MR-compatible devices are nonmagnetic and nonconduc-

tive. Combinations of plastic, ceramic, fiberglass, carbon fiber, and other compos-

ites have been extensively used for the development of MR-compatible systems.

A main drawback associated with many of these materials is their limited struc-
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tural stiffness, with obvious negative effects on the manipulability and accuracy of

robotic devices. However, in many mechatronic systems developed for MRI appli-

cations, a limited number of metallic parts (such as aluminum, copper, and stain-

less steel) have often been incorporated into the otherwise MR-compatible struc-

tures. MR compatibility studies have demonstrated that small parts, such as screws,

bearings, and gears, made of MR-incompatible materials do not present substantial

problems or image artifacts as long as they are of small size and appropriately posi-

tioned relative to the imaged area. A comprehensive review of the MR compatibility

of materials was presented in [131].

MR-compatible mechatronic systems require appropriate forms of actuation.

The commonly used electromagnetic actuators are, in general, not compatible with

the MRI environment owing to their principle of operation. Therefore, alternative

types of actuation have been considered and novel ones have been proposed for MR

compatible applications. Hydraulic actuation is intrinsically MRI compatible given

the appropriate selection of hydraulic fluid and components. Hydraulic power can

be transferred through hoses and produce large forces at distant locations. The

main problems reported relevant to that form of actuation were leakages of fluid as

well as entrance of air bubbles into the pressurized system. Pneumatics is another

form of actuation used with MR devices that eliminates problems associated with

hydraulic systems. Pneumatic systems are cleaner and operate at higher speeds

compared with hydraulic systems. However, they are suitable only for relatively

low-force applications and have limited stiffness owing to the compressibility of the

air. Recently, a highly efficient and controllable pneumatic motor called PneuStep

[132] was introduced that is suitable for MR applications. PneuStep uses a stepper

motor principle to achieve precise motion on the order of 0.050 mm, is simple in

design and construction, and its operation is safe and fully MR compatible. This

new motor uses pneumatics for actuation and optics for encoding, which are both

decoupled from electromagnetism.

Other nonconventional types of MR-compatible actuation include the electrostric-

tive polymer actuators. The use of electrostatic linear-motion motors for MR appli-

cations was theoretically and experimentally studied in [133]. Electrorheological
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fluids (ERFs) have provided an alternative way for generating resistive forces in-

side a MR scanner [121, 134].

With most of the systems developed so far, the favorite actuators have been

the ultrasonic, piezoelectric motors (USM). They are suitable for MRI applications

because they are magnetically immune and they do not produce any magnetic fields

either. Ultrasonic motors are bidirectional with a high torque-to-weight ratio, small

size, and compact shape. A special feature of the USM is their high breaking torque,

which allows a robotic system to maintain its current position and support its own

weight when not actuated. However, this can also be considered a drawback given

that the joints of the actuated device cannot be moved manually if necessary, for

example, in the case of a medical emergency or failure of the actuation system.

All types of actuators are MR compatible when they are away from the imaging

area. To address the compatibility issue in most systems using this form of actu-

ation, the motors remain outside the scanner and a motion transmission system is

used to transfer the motion to the distant actuated points [135]. Performance lim-

itations are typically associated with robotic/mechatronic systems with remotely

actuated joints that are known to suffer from joint flexibility, backlash, and friction.

The safe and accurate operation of any mechatronic device requires the use of

position and/or force feedback signals for closed-loop control. However, the dif-

ficulties in such cases are brought by the huge electromagnetic noise present in

fMRI environments. To this aim, every principle which does not employ a tras-

duction of the physical quantity under measurement to the electrical domains is

suitable for MRI environments. Custom-designed incremental encoders for trans-

lational as well as rotational measurements have been proposed, which use glass

grating patterns for detecting motion and fiber-optic cables for the transfer of sig-

nals to the remotely placed circuitry [136]. Micronor Inc. has developed both rotary

and linear optical encoders based on fiber-optic technology, and without using any

metallic part. On the side of exteroceptive measurements, a six-axis force sensor

for MRI applications was developed in [137], using fiber optic components and a

similar sensor was also used on a MR-compatible haptic device presented in [130].

In both cases, light was transmitted through a fiber cable to the remotely located,
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MR-compatible part of the sensor and continued through a returning cable.

5.4.2 Definition of specifications

Pneumatic actuation is chosen for the relative simplicity, compared to hydraulic

actuation, and intrinsic backdriveability and safety provided by air compressibility.

Also, commercially available pneumatic actuators are available in the market, by

Airpot Inc., which consist of a MRI compatible linear cylinder+piston system pro-

viding a low static and dynamic friction, whose piston is made of brass. From the

side of sensors, the sensors already used for the passive device have an unaccept-

able accuracy (± 1 deg), making them unacceptable for a position feedback control

loop. The possibility to use commercially available fully MRI compatible sensors

can be pursued, but is not ideal due to the high cost of such sensors. However,

other studies documented in the past the use of heavily shielded opto-electronic

encoders in fMRI environment, without significant induced noise, as long as the

sensors are placed far enough from the scanning region. Under these considera-

tion, the following specification are posed to the design of the active device.

• the structure is made of MRI compatible materials, as in the passive device

and should allow the execution of planar 2 DOFs reaching movement, in a

circular region with radius > 50 mm;

• the structure should be designed so to have its maximum height in correspon-

dence of the central part of the bore, where the vertical clearance to the bed is

maximum;

• the kinematic structure should be a parallel chain, so to exploit the advantages

of parallel chains in terms of structural stiffness;

• motion is generated by pneumatically actuated linear cylinders+piston sys-

tems. In particular, it would be preferred that cylinders are directly sup-

ported by the ground frame, to avoid having to support the weight of the

hoses+cylinder assembly by bearings and to avoid reaction forces arising from

the elastic behavior of the hoses;
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Figure 5.5: Structural representation of three planar 2 DOF kinematic chains for pneu-
matically assisted reaching movements in fMRI environments. The end-effector (handle) is
represented by a red circle.

• forces in the range of 20-30 N are required in both horizontal and vertical

directions;

• the structure should include opto-electronic angle sensors, which are easier to

mount compared to sensors measuring translational motion, which should be

placed as far as possible from the scanning region.

5.4.3 Kinematic model and design

Three different solutions respecting the specifications has been individuated

and is shown in Figure 5.5

An analysis of the three solutions can be performed by considering the critical

features of each of the designs. In particular, solution (a) has the disadvantage of

not allowing a complete calculation of the forward kinematics by measuring only

angular quantities; hence linear encoders mounted on the two pistons are required.

Moreover, the encoders would be situated in a region very close to the handle and

then probably not enough far from the scanning region. Solution (b) respects each

single specification, but through a more complex design, which includes a higher

number of moving parts, and most importantly a linear guide used to transfer in

two rotations the translation of the two pistons. Solution (c) is instead very sim-

ple from a mechanical construction standpoint, but has the disadvantage that the
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Figure 5.6: Kinematic model of the fMRI-compatible manipulator. l1 and l2 are the lengths
modulated by the pneumatic actuators, θ1 and θ2 are the angles measured by the rotative
encoders. The end effector is the red circle, whose planar coordinates xh yh are indirectly
measured.

cylinder+piston assemblies need to be supported by two bearings. However, the

structure allows to measure the forward kinematics by only using rotary encoders

to measure the rotation of the two revolute joints between the cylinders and the

ground.

The described analysis implied the choice of solution (c), even though before

moving to a detailed mechanical design, the accuracy of the measurement of for-

ward kinematics need to be checked.

First, it is necessary to derive the inverse kinematics, which provides a relation

to calculate the required acutation parameters l1 and l2 which determine a given

pose of the end effector, described by the couple (xh, yy). From trigonometric calcu-

lations, it is possible to verify that the controlled and measured quantities, li and θi

are not mutually independent, but are related by the relation:

l1 =
d tan θ2

(tan θ2 − tan θ1) cos θ1
(5.2)

l2 =
d tan θ1

(tan θ2 − tan θ1) cos θ2
(5.3)
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Figure 5.7: Measure of manipulability of the MR compatible robot, calculated according to
5.11. Force ellipsoids are displayed in green; position ellipsoids are displayed in black, both
kind of ellipsoids are drawn only around positions with values of isotropy higher than 0.5.

But the required trigonometric functions of the measured angles θ1 and θ2 are

provided by:

tan θ1 =
yh

xh
(5.4)

tan θ2 =
yh

xh − d
(5.5)

The forward kinematics can also be solved straightforwardly, given that the

angles θ1 and θ2 confine the end-effector in the portion of the plane defined by

(0 ≤ x ≤ d), (y > 0). The forward kinematics is provided by
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Figure 5.8: Measure of isotropy of manipulability of the MR compatible robot.

xh = l1 cos θ1 (5.6)

yh = l2 sin θ1. (5.7)

However, inverting equations 5.4 and 5.5 is impractical. However, an indepen-

dent relation can be found for cos θ1:

cos θ1 =
l2
1 + d2 + l2

2
2l1d

, (5.8)

which imply that

xh = f1(l1, l2) =
l2
1 + d2 + l2

2
2d

(5.9)

yh = f2(l1, l2) = l1

√
1−

(d2 + l2
1 − l2

2)2

4d2l2
1

. (5.10)
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The knowledge of the forward kinematics function allows to derive the Jacobean

J(l) of the manipulator, which allows to derive the differential kinematics of the

manipulator and evaluate the measure of manipulability, defined as

w(l) =
√

det(J(l)JT(l)). (5.11)

Another measure to consider is the isotropy of manipulability, defined as the

ratio between the semiaxes of the manipulability ellipsoid (ellipse in our case, since

we are dealing with a planar kinematic chain).

Results are shown in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8, which plot the two described mea-

sures as a function of the end-effector position in the plane, having chosen d=400

mm. It can be noticed that the region with acceptable isotropy values higher than

0.5 are included in a circle of the desired radius, centered around the point of coor-

dinates (0.2,0.35).

Finally, the effect of the effect of the indirect measurement of the handle posi-

tion needs to be quantified. Ideally, sensors should measure directly the position

of actuators, according to the most generally followed co-location between sensors

and actuators. In the described case, the measured quantities are instead θ1 and θ2,

which allow to calculate the values of l1 and l2 in an indirect way. However, in or-

der to define the range of accuracy in the measurement of θ1 and θ2, tolerated to the

aims of a feedback position control loop, a model describing the effect of noise in

the angular measurements has been developed. Noise has been modeled as an uni-

form distribution, with variable extent. The behavior of a simple position feedback

control loop (J transpose) employing such noisy data has been simulated, giving as

desired trajectories a set of straight, minimum jerk trajectories in 8 directions. This

simulation was performed in different regions, to assess the compound effect intro-

duced by a different manipulability and different inaccuracies brought by errors in

the angular measurements.

An example of the obtained results is shown in Fig. 5.9, which shows the perfor-

mances of the position control feedback, while tracking trajectories centered around

two different regions of the workspace.
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Figure 5.9: Effect of non co-located measurement to the position feedback control loop.
The term ”measured” refers to the position of the end-effector estimated based on the noisy
angular measurements, uniform distribution with amplitude 1 deg centered around the
real value, while the term ”real” refers to the current position of the end-effector. Robot
end-effector is however successfully tracking (maximum errors below 1 mm) the desired
trajectory, with the simulated links length and sensors uncertainty. It is visible how the
inaccuracy in measuring the end-effector position is higher in the case shown on top of the
figure, due to geometrical relations.

5.5 Conclusions

Recovery of motor function after stroke has a high degree of specificity; this

demands to perform imaging experiments replicating as much as possible the task

performed during the RMT.

The clinical study performed on two chronic stroke subject demonstrated the

feasibility to perform planar reaching movements in fMRI environments, both to

extract neural activation patterns (in healthy subjects) and to extract functional con-

nectivity maps (both in healthy subjects and in post-stroke patients).
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This preliminary study was successful to define a set of measurable parameters

which can be used for assessment or even for prediction of the outcomes of reha-

bilitation therapy after stroke. A quantitative investigation of the accuracy of such

indexes need to be performed in future work, testing this hypothesis with a more

heterogeneous and bigger population of stroke survivors.

This preliminary study was also successful to validate an experimental setup

involving the execution of reaching movements in fMRI environments, providing

a set of specifications, which were employed for the preliminary design of a novel

fMRI-compatible robotic device.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The development of efficient robotic systems for rehabilitation and assistive pur-

poses requires the synergistic deployment of advanced solutions from multiple as-

pects, including the choice of the kinematic structure, actuation systems and from a

comprehensive knowledge of relevant biomechanical and neural properties of the

human component.

This thesis investigates the application of biomechatronic design methods in

two complimentary applications, namely the design of a wearable robotic orthosis

for gait assistance and the design of operational robotic device for neurorehabili-

tation of the upper extremity. In both contexts, the described contributions repre-

sented advancements with respect to the current state of the art.

In the context of wearable robotic orthoses for gait assistance, an analysis of

the state-of-the-art of currently existing devices allowed to formulate a research hy-

pothesis, which states that the choice of non-anthropomorphic kinematic solutions

for wearable robots can provide improvements over the currently available anthro-

pomorphic solutions both from an ergonomics standpoint and from the chance of

exploiting the intrinsic dynamics of the system comprising both human and robot.

Despite of the foreseen advantages, it is complex to synthesize an appropriate

kinematic structure by relying only on conventional kinematic synthesis methods,

due to the large number of open design parameters.

In order to address this design problem, this thesis describes a novel method-
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ology, which allows to systematically explore the wide set of solutions provided

by non-anthropomorphic wearable robotic orthoses. The described methodology

requires the a-priori knowledge of the complete list of independent kinematic solu-

tions with desired properties.

To this aim, this thesis describes a set of algorithms, which allows to solve this

problem in a systematic and computationally efficient way. The described method-

ology also includes two novel tests, specifically devised to solve the problem of

enumeration of kinematic structures of wearable robots: the HR-isomorphism and

the HR-degeneracy tests.

The complete list of independent solutions with desired kinematic properties,

which generalize the set of solutions of the problem of kinematic synthesis of a

non-anthropomorphic wearable robot with given kinematic requirements, was ob-

tained. The methodology proved to be adequate to be used for the mechatronic

design of a planar wearable robot for the lower limbs, based on optimization tech-

niques aimed at improving a set of design objectives in a physics-based simulations

environment.

In the context of the design of robotic devices for neurorehabilitation of the up-

per limbs, the capability of a novel actuation architecture to guarantee a transparent

interaction during patient-in-charge mode was demonstrated, based on an inverse

dynamical model of the manipulator and on the analysis of experiments performed

on 14 healthy subjects. The system allows to reduce the interaction forces when

the subject is driving the manipulator, without introducing a significant anisotropy,

which is a negative aspect of most currently existing manipulators for planar neu-

rorehabilitation.

Within the same context of neurorehabilitation, it is accepted that the main rea-

son for the limited efficacy of currently existing rehabilitation therapies after stroke

is related to the lack of a detailed knowledge on the relations between movement

therapy, neural plasticity and recovery of motor function after stroke are still largely

unknown.

This thesis describes also a pilot study conducted to validate the design of an

fMRI compatible registration device, to investigate the neural correlates of motor
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recovery through robot-mediated rehabilitation therapy after stroke. This prelimi-

nary study was successful to define a set of measurable parameters, which can be

used for assessment or even for prediction of the outcomes of rehabilitation therapy

after stroke. A quantitative investigation of the accuracy of such indexes need to be

performed in future work, testing this hypothesis with a more heterogeneous and

larger population of stroke survivors.

This preliminary study was also successful to validate an experimental setup

involving the execution of reaching movements in fMRI environments, providing

a set of specifications, which were employed for the preliminary design of a novel

fMRI-compatible robotic device.
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